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Address,
SHEIRY A GRIM,
Karrlsonburg, Rocltlngharo County, Va.
CHURCH OIRECTORIT.
PRKSl'YTERIAN.
Harrisonbitbo Chokch, comer of Main and Ellsa
both StrceM. Rev. T. D. Bill, Pastor.
Preaching at 11 o'clc-ck, A, M.,on every alternate Sabbath, and every Sabbath night. Prayer Meeting every
Tueadky night.
RocKixaHAU Ghurcit, Main Street, a(\JoiDiag the Post
OfBoe. Rev. D. C. Irwir, Pastpr.
Preaching every Sabbath, at 11 o'clock, A. M. and at
night. Sunday School every Sabbath at 9 o'clock.
METHODIST.
Andriw Chaprl, Oermaii Street, near West Market.
Ber. P. F. Auocat, Pastor.
Preaching at 11 o'clock, A. M. every allernateSabbath.
Sunday School eveiy Sabbath at 2 o'clock.
M. K. Church, West Market Street. Rev. A. Pol
Bouns, Pastor.
Preaching at II o'clock, A. M., every alternate Sabath.
jv.isojric.
Rockinqham Union Lodob, No. 27, F. A. M , meets
In Masonic Temple, Main Street, on the Ist and 8d 8atarday evenings of each month.
Rocrinoham Chapter, No. 6, R. A. M.. meets nn the
4th Saturday evening of each month, lu Masonic Tem-ple, Main Street.
.
.
BUSUTESS DIRECTOmr.
FOKUElt*& CLIPPINGEK,
Dealers In Dry Goods, Groceries, Hardware. Q"eenswarO
Boots, Shoes, Hats, Caps, Varieties, eto., Public Square
II. G. CoflTnan's old stands) llarrisonburg,-Va.
WILLIAM LOEB,
Dealers In Fancy Press Goods, Ladles' Cloaks, Hats and
Caps, Boots and Shoes, etc., Main Street, Exchange
Hotel Building, Harrisonburg, Va.
LOEWENBACH, HELLER & BRO.,
Dealers In Dry Goods, Groceries,Hardware, Queensware,
Varieties, Provisions, etc.. Public Square, (near the
•'Town Spring,") llarrisonburg, Va.
ISAAC PAUL & SONS,
•ealera In Pry Goods, OroccrJes, Hardware, Queensware
Varieties, Provisions, etc., comer of German and M est
Market Streets, Harrlaonburg, Va.
SHACKLETT & NEWMAN,
Dealers In Pry Goods, Groceriea, Hardware, Queensware, Provisions, etc.. Northwest corner of the i ubllo
Bqnre, Harrisonburg, Va.
COFFMANS & BRUFFBY,
Dealeraln Dry Goods, Groceries, Hardware, Queensware,
Boots, Shoes, Hats, Caps, etc., Main Street, (twodoors
below thq Post-OtBcc.) Harrisonburg, Va.
E. J. SULLIVAN,
Dealer In Pry Goods, Groceries, Provisions. Boots, Shoas
HaU, Caps, etc.. Mniu Street, (at the Pest-Oftice,)
, llarrisonburg, Virgiuia.
J. L. SIBERT.
Dealer In DryGooil.i, Groceries, Hats, Caps, Boots, Bhoes,
Varieties, etc., Comer Public Square, opposite AmerioaqlHotel, Harrisonburg, Va.
HEIMAN &. CO.,
Dealers in Ready-made Clothing, Gents' Furnishing
Goods, 11 uts. Caps. Boots, Shoes, etc., Main Street,
Amerlcau Hotel Building, Harrisonburg, Va.
"LOCKE &. COMPTON,
Dealers in Pry Goods, Groceries, Provisions, Boots and
Shoes, Hats and Caps, etc., Main Street, llarrisonburg, Va.
BENNETT & CO.,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Foreign and Domestic
Wines, Rrandioa, Whiskies, etc., opposite American
Hotel, Harrisonburg, Va.
R- P. FLETCHER & BRO.
Dealers In Dry Goods, GroceiTes, Hats and Caps, Boots
and Shoes, vorlcttca, etc.. Corner Public Square, liar
rlsonburg, Va.
■
L. WISE &, SONS,
Dealers In Dry Goods, Groceries, Provlons, Hats and
Caps, Boots and Shoes, Notions, etc.,Corner of Publio
Square, Harrisonburg, Va.
•
M. & A. HELLER
Dealers la Clothing, Ladles' Dress Goods, Hats, and
Caps, Boots and Shoes, Varieties, etc.,DoRk Building,
Harrisonburg, Va.
H. HELLER & SOxNT,
Dealers In Dry Geods, Groceries, Provisions, Hats and
Cops, Boots and Shoes, Varieties, etc., East Corner of
the Public Square, Harrisonburg, Va.
O. C. STERLING,
Dealer In Groceries, Varieties, Notions, ete., etc., Main
Street (one door South of H. Heller k Son's Store,)
Harrisonburg, Va.
geo. s. cmasTiE,
Merchant Tailor and dealer In Gents' Furnishing Goods,
Hats, Caps, etc , Americanr Hotel Building, Main St.,
Harrisonburg, VaD. M. SWITZER,
Merchant Tailor and dealer In Gents' Furnishing Goods
and Trimmings, Public Square, two doors West of Forrer k Ciipplnger's, Harrisonburg, Va.
LUTHER H. dTl\
Dealer in Drugs. Mediolnes.Ohemicals,etc., Main Street,
Harrisonburg, Va,u Special attention will be given to
of Physicii
CHARLES ESHMAN,
Dealer in Chewing and Smoking Tobacco, Snuff, Cigars,
etc., American Hotel Building, Main Street, Harrisonburg Virginia.
MRS. HOUCK & CHRISTIE/
Dealers in Fashionable Millineyy and Ladies' Fancy
Dress Goods, East side of Public Square, llarrisonburg,
Virginia.
MRS. J. S- BFFINGER,
Dealer in Fashionable Millinery and Ladies' Fancy
Press Goods, Public Square, near the Bank,Harrisonbarg, Va.
■
Ji J>. PRICE AT CO.,
Real Estate Agents and Collectors of Ciaims- Offices,
Nos. 1 and 2, "Law Building," Harris on blifg, Virginia.
,
J. R. JONES & CO.,
Real Estate Agents and Collectors of ClaLms against individuals and the Government, next to Shack^sH A
Newman's Store, Harrisonburg, Va.
CLARY BROTHERS'
Photograph, Arabrotype and Melalneotype Gallery, Pub
lie Square, near Shacklett k Ncqrman'g Store, Harrteonburg, Va.
B. M. CLINEDINST'S
Pbategraph, Arabrotype and Mejainotype Gallery, East
Market Street, opposite "Stone Church," llarrisouburg, Va.
,
r■ ,•
FRANK G. TELLER.
Watchmaker and Jeweler, Ne. 8, "Law Building," Harrlsohburg, Va.
.
W. H. RITENOUK,
Watchmakerand Jeweler, Mala Street, (at F. Pence's
Store,) Harrisonburg, Vil
ANDREW LEWIS,
Watchmaker and Jeweler, Pab)icSqQare,nexeto Clary's
Photograph Gallery, Harrlaonburg, Va.
JONES BERLIN'S .
Agricultural Warehouse, East Market Street, Ilarrisouburg, Va.
MAKQUIS & KELLY'S
Marble worke. opposite th. Amerhin Hotel, Main
Street, Harrisonburg, Va.
p. bradley"& co.,
Iron Founders and Plow Manufacturers. Foundry en
Warm Springs Turnpike, near Harrisonburg, Va.
A. FEUCHTENBERGEI^
Baker and Confectioner, West Market Street, Harrisonburg, Va.
AMERICAN HOTEL,
Main Street, Harrisonburg, Va. B. S. Van Pilt, Proprietor.
•
HILL'S HOTEL,
^ p'Setor***' Harri80^arg, Va. Capt. J. N. Hill, Provihginia HOUSE.
prkoor"1' n,"'i'oubui-«. Va. J^ik Scaklot, ProMa.onlc Tample, Harrl^onh„'r|r ya
"OUR HOUSE/^" :
Utaionlo Tample, Harrisonburg. Ta
"GENTLEMENS' RESOU'lV'
la Bear of American Hgt.1, Harrisonburg, v«,
"GOOD IDEA fcALOON/'~
la Hut of UUt. H-.t^ Hvrlaoobucf, Va.
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jro/z PRMjrriA'a.
SHEIRY & GRIM,
Publishers and Proprietors.
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VOL I.
POETMi y\
BIITOEN OJV THE RHINE.
Br Mm. Norton.
A soldier of tho Legion
Lay dying at Alglors;
There was lack of woman's nursing,
There was dearth of woman's tears,
But a Qomfudo stood bolide hhn,
While his lifb blood ebbed away,
And bent with pitying glances,
To hear what he might say;
The dying soldier faltered,
As he took that comrade's hand,
And he said, "1 nevermore shall see
My own, my native land;
Take a message and a token
Te some distant friend of mime,.
For I was bora at Blngen—
AtBingenon the Rhine.
"Tell my brothers snd companions
"When they meet and crowd around,
To hear my mournful story,
In the pleasant vineyard ground,
That wo fought the battle bravely—
And that when the day Was done,
Full many a Corpse lay ghastly pale
Beneath the setting sun;
And 'midst the dead and dying,
Were some grown old In wars—
The death wounds on their gallant breasts,
The last of many, scars ;
But some were yodng, and suddenly
Beheld life's morn decline,
And one hod come ftora Bingco—
From Bingen on the Rhine.
"Tell my mother that her other soni
Shall comfort ber old age,
For I was still a truant bird
Th&t thought his homo a cage:
For my father was a soldier,
And even when a child,
My heart leaped forth to hear him' tell
Of struggle! fierce and wild ^
And when he died and left us
To divide his scanty hoard,
I left them take what'er they would—
But kept my father's Sword,
And with boyish love I hung it
Where the bright light used to shine
On the cottage wall at Bingen—
Calm Bingen on the Rhine.
"Tell my sisters not to weep for mo,
And sob, with drooping head,
When the troops come marching home again
Wfth ghul and gallant treadBut to look upon them proudly,
With calm and steadfast eye,
For her brother was a soldier, too,
And not afraid to die;
And if a comrade seeks her love,
I ask her in my name
To listen to him kindly,
Without regret or shamo;
And hang the old sword in its place,
My father's sword and mine,
For the honor of old Bingen—
Dear Bingen on the Rhine.
'There's another—not a sister—
In happy days gone by,
You'd have knowu her by the merriment
That sparkled la her eye:
Too innocent for coquetry—
TCo fond fer idle scorning;
Oh, friends, I fear the lightest heart
Makes sometimes, the heaviest moaning.
Tell h*r that tha last night of my life—
(For ere this mbon he risen,
My body will be out of pain ,
My soul will be out of prison,)
1 dreamed 1 stood with herand saw
The yellow sunlight shine
On the vine-clad hills of Bingen—
Fair Bingen on the Rhine.
"I saw the blue Rhine sweep along—
I heard, or seemed to hear,
The German , songs we used to fling,
In chorus sweet and clear ;
And down the pleasaut ri v er,
And up the slanting hill,
The etehofng chorus sounded
Through the evening calm and still;
And her glad blue eyes wore on me,
As we passed with friendly talk*
Down many a path beloved of yore,
And wcil-femembsred walk;
And her little hand lay lightly—
And confidingly in mine—
But we'll meet no more at Bingen—
Loved Bingen oa the Rhine."
His voice grew faint and hoarse—
His grasp was childish #eak—
His eyes put on a dying look—
He sighed and ceased to speak;
His comrades bent to lift him,
But the spark of life had fled;
The soldier of tfce Legion
In & foreign land was dead I
And the soft moon rose up slowly,
And calmly she looked down
On the red sand of the battle-field
Withbloedy corpses strownj /'•
Vcs, calmly on that dreadful scene,
Her pale light seemed to shine,
Aa it shohe on distant Bingen—
Fair Bfngen on the Rhine.
SELECT STORT.
FRENCH HANDY ANDY.
There died in Paris, not mapy years
ago, a singular character, named Oalino,
of whoso laughabls blunders and eccen*
tricities no end of stories used to circulate in the studies.
Calino was clerk to the well known
picture dealer, Saurin—an employment
which brought him much into contact
with artists and literary men, to whom
he was an endless source of amusement.
Like other eccentricities he was, of
course, liable to have affiliated upon him
sayings that he never had uttered, md
blunders that he never had. committed j
hut of the authenticated ones to which
persons yet living are ready to testify, I
have collected a few, tho recital of which
will serve to show why I call him a
French 'Handy Andy.'
One winter's day, as ho walked with
Sanrin in the (iarden of the Tuileries,
the latter, who was always fond of getting to the windward of him, said :
•Calino, I'll hot you twenty francs that
yon don't walk across the frozen pond
yonder on your bare foot.'
'Done !' cried Calino, and, taking off
his shoes and stockings, be made tracks
over the ice until he hod got just halfway across. Then he turned round, and
saying it was too cold to go any further,
made the best of his way back—thus
losing his bet, though ho had gone just
tho distance upon tho ice that would
have entitled him to win had ho walked
all the way over.
He was not always a very valuable
salesman to Mr. Sanrin, as the following
anecdote will testify :
'What is the price of that picture V
asked a connoisseur one day of Calino,
who sat half asleep in Saurin's shop.
'Five thousand francs,' replied Callno. and then went off into his doze
again.

[

'And what is your opinion of itV rejoined the connoisseur.
- , 'My opinion of it,' replied Calino, with
a look of sagacious candor, 'is that I
wouldn't give two sous for it!'
One day he sent home from market a
basket ot provisions, with a note to his
wife A postscript to this opisllo ran
as follows : 'You will find my letter at
the bottom of the basket. If, by
chance, you should fail to do so, lot mo
know as soon as possible.'
On one occasion, as Calino was exhibiting a knile that had belonged to
some celebrated man, Fontallord, the
painter, took it from him in a joke, and
saying, 'thank you,' put it in his pocket.
i •
'Come, now,' said Calino, 'if you-don't
give me back that knife I'll rip you up
with itl'
i I
Ho was passing an evening with Henri Murger, whose lodgings were on tho
sixth floor—as they often were, When he
had any. About midnight he rose to go
away, and Victor Dupre, the painter,
gave him a lighted taper, that he might
find his way do.Wn etairs without an accident. He got to the bottom, all right,
and then, romountisg the etairs, knocked at Murger's dour, eaying—'Thanks
for the taper j I've brought it back
lest somebody else might want it.'
There was an czcureion party to Fontainobleau. Oalino was one of the set,
and, lodgings being scarce, they made
themselves up for the night the best way
they could. Tho only article that Calino could find for a pillow was a
great stone jar, and on this he laid down
his head very contentedly, when tho hour
for retiring had come.
'That must be rather a hard pillow,'
remarked one of his companions.
'Quite tho reverse,' said Calino; 'I've
stuffed it with hay.'
Haying to draw some interest dne him
from the Treasury, he passed the whole
night at the dootis, so as to be first in
tho line when morning came. When
the wicket was opened and the receipt
handed him for signature, poor Calino
had actually forgotten his own name 1—
Of course he was immediately jostled
out of his plase in the line. Tearing his
hair, ho rushed wildly home and rang
the door-bell. His wife opened the door
for him. 'My name! my name T shouted he excitedly. 'Calino, you fool 1' replied his help-mate. 'Hight, by Jove,
so it is !' said he, and back he sped to
the Treasury, where he had to take his
place at the end ofthc (Jueue farthest from
the pny-iwiudow.
Calino went out to fight a duel once
with one of his companions. He was
plucky enough. 'You fire first,' said he,
placing himself side ways, s* that, his
thin body presented a mark as wide as
the edge of a sheet of letter-paper. His
antagonist's ballet whistled harmlessly
past him. 'Now,' exclaimed Oalino, assuming an air of great magnanimity,
'wheh I go out with a friend this is the
way I settle the affair,' and he raised his
pistol, intending to discharge it in the air.
Instead of this, however, he sent the
ball through tho arm of his grocer, who
was his second on tho occasion, and to
whom, it was said, he was indebted to a
a considerable amount.
Roqueplan fell asleep in a carriage in
which he was travelling in company with
Calino. The latter shook him, saying:
'Wake up, there ! We have got ever
so far on the read since you fell asleep.
'How far have wb got V inquired Kouqneplan.
1
' About two leagues from here,' replied
Calino.
It was a shrewd saying of Csdino's
that Providence had- placed death at
the end of life, in order to give people
time to prepare for it.'
'What capital oil that isl' said one
of his friends, who was dining with him.
'Where doyou get it if
'From Olive, direct,' promptly replied
Calino, who took the word on the label
for the name of the place.
Mention was made of a man who had
just died at the age of one hundred
yeaVs. 'That's nothing,' remarked Calino ; 'if my grandfather were alive this
day; he would-bo one hundred and fours
tsen years oldl'
To avoid some military duty, Calino
once tried to get a certificate of defective sight from tho surgeon of the regiment to which he belonged. 'I am so
near-sighted,' said he, 'that I can't see
the stripes on the arm of that corporal
over there. '
He gave fifteen sotis to a messenger to
carry a letter for him. Then turning to
Meiseounier, the painter, he said : 'Lot
me alone for doing a smart thing, I'm
going to follow that. cliap all the way
now to see that ho delivers my letter
right 1'
,
Roger de Beauvoir sent Calino to buy
some malches for liiiu. They were good
for nothing, and he was sent out again
to look'for soma ljettor ones. When ho
returhed, do Beauvoir said: 'Well, I
hope the matohos you have got this time
were made to light.' -That they were,'
replied Calino, 'for I have tried every
one of tbera.'
Visiting Molir, at his Bellevue villa,
he said to him—'What n splendid house
you have got! Was it built in this country ?'
Walking in tho streets of Rouen one
day, ho observed that tho clock ofthc
Hotel do Ville was some minutes faster
than his watch. 'No wander,' said he
thoughtfully, 'it is so much larger.'
•Yesterday,' said he, 'I sat onposite a
man in an omnibus, who looked so like
one of my friends that l>e returned my
salute when I bowed to him.'
There is a letter of Calino's in existence. in which his natural tendency to
blunder is happily illustrated. It runs
as follows:
Mr DxAg Frienw. —1 left my knife
at your lodgings yesterday; pray send
it to me if you should find it.
Cat,ino.
P. S.—Never mind sending the knifo
—1 have found it.

During an excursion from Paris he
was struck by tho be.-.u'y and grandeur of
the Loire. 'A very fine river, indeed,'
said he, 'for a provincial one.'
Tho mendacity of Calino has passed
into a proverb among the Bohemians of
Paris, to whom he was an incxhanstiblo
source of amusement and banter. One
day he had a bit of news to tell, but as
usual, nooody would believe it. Presently came another of the set, however,
who confirmed the intelligence, on a letter of the Slst of last month which tells
a very different story.'
'But tho letter I got it by is dated the
S2d,' said Calino.
One evening Calino entered a cafe
where a number of artists were assembled. Before ho had .time to open his
mouth, Gavarui pointed at him and
said
'That's a fib!'
'Why I haven't told you anything !'
exclaimed Calino.
'No ' rejoined Garvani, 'but you are
going to, and it will be a fib !'
Calino was very subject to absence of
mind, during the fits of which he used
to make the most amusing blunders.—
One day, calling to see Oallimard, he
entered the house with an old piece of
mat, taken frorrt a kitchen sink, under
his arm. Ho had mistaken it for hie
straw hat, wnich he as often carried in
that position as on his head. Angther
time, to the great amusement of the gamins, he appeared in the street with his
coat turned inside out, and would have
worn it all day, probably, had not Musard met him, and informed him of his
mistake.
Of the many practical jokes played open Calino by his companions, the following is an example.
Ho had supped with two of his friends
and in the course of the evening the
three engaged in a game of dice, during
which luck ran rgainst Calino. Every
time ho lost, he used to rip out an oath
of the most awful and ingenious conception, and when all his money was gone,
he threw himself upon a sofa where he
was to pass the night, and went to sleep,
swearing to the very last. Before he
was quite asleep, though, his companions, who continued their game, recommended him, with well-feigned concern,
to ask pardon of Heaven fpr the terrible
words uttered by him. 'Otherwise,'
said they, 'some great token of the displcasnre of Providence will be suro to
fall upon you.' But Calino only ripped
out another oath, stronger, if possible,
than any of bis previous ones, and soon
after he was heard snoring, in a heavy
sleep.
By and by las two companions betbougbt them of playing a trick upon
him. Extinguishing the candles of the
fire, and closing the shutters, so that not
a ray of light from without- could find its
way into the apartment, they pretended
to dispute over a throw of the dice, lifting their voices to such a pitch as to
waken Calino, who raised himself to a
sitting posture, and finding all dark,
asked them how they came to play without a light.
'Get out, you dolt, you're only
halt awake !' said one of the players,
and they went on with thdir pretended
game, taking no further notice of Calino,
wbo again subsided into a half doze.—
Presently they got up another simulated
dispute about a point in the game, and
and, wakening Calino, called upon him
to decide the matter.
'How can I tell anything about it
when it's pitch dark T said Calino, in a
drowsy voice.
'Rub your eyes, eleepy-hcad,' said one
of the jokers.
Calino rubbed bis eyes, and then said,
'ifs no use, I pan't sec in tlje dark-'
With well-feigned astonishment the
two jokers now exchanged espressiops of
surprise and concern with each other.—
'Bfing-the candle closer,' said one ot
them; and tho unlighteJ candle was
held within a few inches of CaJino's
nose,i ,
.
'Don't you see the light, now?' skeda
the one who held it.
"Not a blink of light, so help me!' oxclaimed Calino.
'Ggod gracious j' cried one of the jokers, 'he has gone stone-blind. Heaven
has inflicted this awful calamity! on him,
as a punishment for tho blasphemies uttered by him last night!'
'Blind ! blind !' shrieked Calino, in an
agony of terror and remorse. 'Pity tho
poor blind!' continued he, as the supplications of some sightless mendicant of
the highways recurred t j him. 'Oh! I
have been a wicked man! Restore to me
the sight of but one eye, and I will never
tell another falsehood or swear another
oath 1'
And tlms he went on, lamenting, and
making the most extraordiuury confessions and pledges of repentance, while his
two companions did all in their power to
console, him. Force pf iuniginatioa docs
wonders, and by and by pour Calino fancied that his eyes were giving him great
pain, upon wluuh one of Ids tormentors,
who was a medical studpnt. bandaged
them with a silk handkerchief, and then
administered a light opiate to the patient,
presently put him to sleep,
It was broad daylight when Calino
awoke, and tearing tho bandage from Ids
eyes, uttered an exolamatitu of joy. For
somo time he could nut bo persnuded but
that his experionco of tho night was only
a torribla dream. But when his cumpanwus recounted to him all that had
taken place, he was constrained to believe that he really had beqn struck blind.
They told him all that his recovery could
have been wrought in no other way than
by miracle, though the medical gontlemau took some of the of it to himself, on
the score of tho dose administered by
him to the patient.
Calino was very subdued and eircumspect in his conduct for it long time after
this; and ho never knew, to tho day of
his death, that a praotioal juko had been
played upon him, but freqliaoUy oomplaioed that ho had never fully roooverod
his original power of eye-sight.

TERMS -$2 60 PER ANNUM,
Invariably in Advanoe.

Wi* are prfjwiril to encnte overjr dovnlpUon of JOB
rillNTlNO In tho nontost stylo, a.ld on u roasonablo
termi u It can bo done elooirtiera. Olvo u< a call.

NO. 20.

Office in Law nutlding, betweea the
American and Hill's Hotels.

[From tho Dcmocratio Almanac.)
ceive his surrender.
Chronology of the Important Events
8—Leo replies inquiring terms of surrenof 1866.
de. Sheridan makes more captures at Appomattox Station.
JAHUABT,
9—Generals Grant snd Leo meet at Ap2—General Duller explodes the bulk-head pomattox Court-house, and tho Confederate
of the Dutch Oip Canal, it proves a failure. array of Northern Virginia is surreudered,
4—Goo. M. Dallas buried in Philadelphia. with its arms and materials of war.
11—Mobile evacuated by the Con federates.
7—Hon. P. P. Dlait left for Richmond on
peace mission.
12—Montgomery occupied by the Federal
8—General Butler relieved from command. forocs.
18—Sherman pushes forward against
10—Confederate storehousea, Ac., at Charlotte, Norlli Carolina, burned. Loss $20,- Johnston and occupies Raleigh.
14—President fdncoln shot at Ford's Thea000,000 (Confederate currency.)
11—H. S. Poote arrested while attempting tre by John Wilkes Booth. Secretary Seward attacked at his house, while in bed, and
to escape from Richmond.
16—Assault on Port Pisher, which is cap- seriously wounded.
lure 1 with entire garrison.
15—I'resident Lincoln died at 7.20 o'clock,
A M having remained inscusihle since his
19—Mr. Blnir returns from Richmond.
18—Confedernto Senate pass a resolution Wound. Viee-Presidont Andrew Johnson
requesting Jefferson Davis to reinstate Gen- becomes seveuteonlh Presideut of tho United
States.
eral Johnston in oommand.
10—Fifteen Lundrod prisoners, fifty-two
22—Wilmiugton captured by General
gnrg, two gunboats and vast stores taken at
Schofield.
24—Confederate irou-clads attempt descent Solmu, and ranch railroad stock, Ac., at the
of the James ; are driven bach, and the Vir- latter.
17—Arrest of Mrs. Suratt and Lewis
ginia blown up. The Smithsonian InstituPayne, Edward Spanglor arrested,
tion destroyed by fire.
18 Sherman agrees to suspension of hos26—General McClellan leaves for Europe.
Mr. Blair returns from Richmond, Ids peaco tilities with Johnston.
19—Funeral services of President Lincoln
mission having failed.
80—Messrs. Stephens, Campbell and solemnized at Washington. A G Atzeroth
Hunter enter Federal lines aa Peace Comrois- arrested near Germantown Md.
20—Macon, Georgia, surrendered by rebel
sioners. General Sherman's army burns McGeneral Cobb to General Wilson, with 60
Phcrsonville, S. C.
31—Tho Anti-Slavery Constitutional guns, 1.200 militia, Ac.
21—Sherman's anreement with Johnston
Amendment passed by House, 119 to 67,
disapproved by the President.
VEBRUAUT.
26 Johnston surrendered his array to
1—Secretary Seward leaves for Fortress General Sherman on the same terms as GenMonroe to meet Confederate Commissioners. eral
Lee. John Wilzes Booth and David C.
Sherman's whole array in motion from Sa- Harrold
discovered in a barn on Garrett's
vannah.
farm,
near
Frederiekshnrg, Va. Booth re2—President Lincoln proceeds to meet fused to surrender,
and is killed bv Sergeant
Confederate Commissioners,
Boston Corbett, of Sixteenth Now York Cav4—Failuro of the peaco negotiations.
Harrold surrenders.
6—Severe fight at Dabney's Mills ; the alry.
28—T1 e boilers of the steamship Snliana,
Confederates driven back ; but in their turn with
paroled soldiers, burst near Memforce back Crawford's division, to bo again phis ; 2,000
took fire; over 1,600 persons
finally driven back. General Winder died burnedsheto then
death or drowned.
at Florence S. C.
29—President Johnson removes trade rcs7—Henry S, Footo arrested and sent to triotions
over the South.
Fort Warren.
MAT.
8—A fire at Danville, Virginia. Loss es2—Reward offerred for the arrest of Jeftimated at two million (Confedciate) dollars.
11—General Lee assumes command of all ferson Davis, J. Thompson, C C Clav, B
the Confederate armies. General Terry cora- Tucker, GN Sanders and W C Cleary.
9—President Johnson announces the war
mencos his advance twoward Wilmington.
17—Charleston evacuated by the Confed- at an end, and Confederate hciigerent righ's
erates, who burned vast quantities of stores, ceased.
10—The trial ol President Lincoln's assasAc.; an explosion of powder kills two hunsins commenced. Jefferson Davis captured
dred persons.
18—Charleston occupied by Federal for- with his suite and family near Irvingsville
Georgia, by Colonel Pitchard, of the Fourth'
ces. Sherman captures Camden, S. C.
21—The Confederates evacuate Wilming- Michigan cavalry and a party
11—The Marquis dc Montholon, the now
ton al night, after bi.rning cotton, rosin, Ac.
Generals Crooke and Kelly captured in their French Ambassador, arrived at Washington.
18—R
M T Hunter, ex-United States Spnbuds at Cumberland, Md.
1
22—General Schofield occupies Wilming- alol , arrested.
19—Jefferson Davis and his follow-prisoton. General J. E. Johnston restored to
ners arrived at Fortress Monroe. The ram
command.
24—Columbia, S. C., burned by General Stonewall surrenders at Havana.
21—A H Stephens and Postmaster GenSherman. John Y. Deal hanged on Govereral Reagan sent to Fert Warren.
nor's Island, N. Y., by General Dix.
24—Tho armies'of Tennessee and Georgia
27—Sheridan arrived from Winchester
pass in review before the President. Tho
with ten thoiiFc.nd men.
28—Lord Lyons resigns as British minister main ordnance department at Mobile explotoWashingten, and is succoedod by b.r Fred- ded, killing about three hundred persons ami
womrding many others j the whole city inerick Bruco.
jured by the explosion.
MARCH.
26—Jcfierson Davis and J C Breckinridgo
1—Sheridan secures the bridge ever th indicted (or high treason iu District of CoShcuandoah at Mount Crawford.
lumbia.
2—Sheridan entered Staunton, Va., follow27—Sabine Pass Fort surrendered to Unied tho Cunfedetates to Wayncsboro', and car- ted Slates troops.
ried the position.
29—Presideut Johnson issues his Procla8—Charlottesvillo captured by Sheridan. mation of Amnesty. He also appoints W
4—President Lincoln and Vlce-rresideut W Holden Provisional Governor of North
Johnson Innugaratcd.
Carolina.
0—Sheridan destroyed James River lock s
JIIXE.
to New Market, and railroad to Lynchhurg,
1—This day was celebrated as a day of
Ac.
7—Hugh McCulloch confirmed Secretary national hmpiliation and mourning for Presof tho Treasury, succeeding Hon. W. P. ident Lincoln. Hon B G Harris sentenced
to throe years' imprisonment and disqnaiifiFesscndon.
8—Battle of Wise's Forks, N. C. Feder- cation from office forever, but pardoned by
al cohunns loses several hundred prisoners the President.
2—General Grant issues congatulatory
and falls hack.
9—Schofiold's advance repulses Bragg at address to the armies.
8-THe Sixth Corps was reviewed by the
Kinston, N. C. Senator Harland confirmed
Secretary of tho Interior, vice Mr. Usher, President and Geucrsl Moiide.
9-Quartermaster and commissavy departresigned.
10—Jefferson Davis' fast day celebrated. ments at Nashville burned.
13—The President appoints Wra L SharFsyottcvillc, N. C., captured by General
key Provisional Governor of Mississippi*
Sherman.
14—•John Mitchel arrested*
12—Sherman's army reaches Fayetteville.
17—Hon James Johnson appointed by tho
15—Severe fight at Averysboro. North
Carolina. Sherman loses about six hundred President Provisional Governor of Georgia,
and Andrew J Hamilton for Texas. Edmen.
17—Mr. Bigclow succeeds Mr Dayton as mund Ruffin, who fired the first gun at Fort
g ,
minister to Franco. Formal notice of the Sumter, commiited suicide.
21;—Hon Lewis E Parsons appointed Protermination of tho Reciprocity Treaty given
visional Governor of A labama.
by Mr. Adams to the British Government.
28—President Johnson proclaims the
18—General Joe Johnston attacks Sherman's advance at BeutoDville, captures three blockade at an end.
24—Tho last commercial restrictions reguns, and drives it back on main body.
19—Sheridan having crossed tho Annas, moved by proclamation of tho President.
28—General Mcado bids farewell to the ardestroyed railroads and bridgaa, reached
my of the Fotomao!
White House, Virginia.
20—Ceuerid Stoneman's expedition moves
JULY,
from F.ost Tenfcewee, and pushing to Salis1—Benjamin
F
Perry
appointed Provision
bury, defeats GarUinor.
al Governor of Smith Carolina.
22—Sherman forms junction with Scho6—President Johnson approves of the senfield at Guld.iboro.
of tho Military Goimnissiou. David K
64—Lee attacked the Ninth Corps, and tence
Harold, Lewis Payne, Mrs Mary E Surratt
carried Fort Stqadtuan, but was driven back, and George A Atzeroth to he hanged; Dr
losing nineteen hundred men. Mcado then Samuel A Mudd, Simuel Arnold ami Michail
advanced and captured Lee's intrenched McLaughlin to be imprisoned for life, and
pickc-tlipe and held it.
Spanglcr lor six years.
27—Sherman visits Grant at City Point. Edward
7—Jno C Breckinridgo sailed for Europe
Sheridan joined Oeueral Meada iu front of from
Havana. Harold and others banged.
P etersburg.
ll-Emerson Elhcridgo arrested.
29—General Ord goes into position at
14—Barnum's Museum and nine other
Hatcher's Run, and tho grand movement buildings
wholly destroyed Uy fire.
against Pebemhurg commences.
Mudd, Spaugler, Ac, sent to the
81—General Warren attacked the enemy Dry18-I)r
Tortugas.
at White Oak Road, hut after severe fighting
li—Gen Ruger suspends the Daily Banis.forced back to his Third Division. The ner at Saulisbury, North Carolina.
Confederates are driven back with heavy
28-Richm'd oloct'ns declared null and void.
loss, and White Oak Roail gained. Sheridan
AUGUST.
captures Five Forks, hut is forced hsok to
2—The Atlantic cable parted aid was lost
Diuwiddie Court Hons*.
1
in latitude 41° 21', longitude 82° 96'.
3—The State Treasury at Austin, Texas,
1—Sheridan reinforced by Warren, drives robbed of $30,000 by guerrillas
Confederates to Five Forks, carries tho posi8—Attempt to abduct G N Sanders over
tion and captures over five thousand prUo- the border.
nors and all their artillery. This night
11—General B E Lee elected President of
Davis leaves lUchmoud.
the Washington College, Lexington, Ya.
2—Confederate lines assaulted at Five
15--Tlie groat Ketchum forgeries discovForks, and forced near Hatcher's Run ; then ered, Edward B Ketchum, of tho firm of
tho main line carried, and two strong works Morris Ketohum ASm, disappeared.
commaruilng south of Petersburg captured.
21—Tho trial of Henry Wirz, the rebel
The Confedei'atss fell hack toward the Ap- Andorsonvillo jailer, csmmencad.
pomaltox. At night Lee evacuated Polcrs, SKPTKMBIia.
hurg ami Richmond, retreating toward Dan4—TJie internal revenue receipt this day
ville, Many thousands of prisoners were
captured by the Federal forces on this day. vscoded four millions,
6—Johnson's Island cleared of prisnnerr.
8'—Gsnerul Weitzel enters Richmond.
8—Sir Mortem Poto and a party of Eng4—Tdsoaloos.t captured and destroyed by
General Wilson. President Lincoln holds lish cupitalisU visit the United Stats.
14-Soutli Carolina State Convention aaa levee in Jeff. DXvIs' houso at Uichpiond .•
6—Secret irV Seward thrown from bis car- sembles. Reconstruction Convention of Alar
riage at Washington, hrciking bis arm and batna moots at Moritgoriicry. •
2G-Arrest of Fenians iu Dublin.
jaw. Lee is intercepted by Sheridan at
80-Geuoral Terry suppresses the ContUurkcsvillo, Virginia.
6—Lee is struck near Partpvillo and gains mercial Bulletiuat Richmond.
partial success, hilt Sherldiri iptcrccpts him
octobeb.
at Sailor's Creek, capturing largo numbar of
1-Conneoticut votes against negro suffrago.
prisoners, gups, Ac.
2—The North Caralina State Convention
7—Pursuit of Lie ouotiuued ; he crosses to met this day, Associated Press establishes
the oorth of the Appomattox, and is con- its couoeotion with thuSouth by permissian.
stahlly harassed. Gcnorat Grant writes him State election in Mississippi ; Gon llutnthat escape is ithprissibls and priposos to re- phreys elected Governor. Gen Loo inaogn-

rated at Washington Coll., Lexington, Va.
4—A Tunisian Kmhasgy arrives at New
York en route for Washington.
8—Negro insurrection iu Jaimaica commences, which becomes formidable. Many
lives are taken ; bodies horribly tsatilsted,
Ac.
18 —A deputation from South Carolina visit the President to intercede for Jsff. Davis.
Messrs A H Stephens and Reagan released
from Fort Warren.
16—Grand Fireman's parade in Pbilodelphi* of Philadelphia and other cities' coiupanies. Twenty thousand fireman in line.
20—Champ Ferguson banged at Nashville.
25—Florida State Convention meets.
28—The Republic of Chili declares war
aginst Spain.
30—John Mitchell released from Fortress
Monroe. The Georgia Convention petitions
the President on behalf of Jeff D i»is. Tho
I'rcsident recoguixes the Arkansas State
Government.
81—11,000 head of cattle had died io England of the rinderpest to this date.
NOVEMBER.
, 8—The steamship Atlanta arrives at Now
York with cholera on hoard, and is ordered
to Quarantine. Karl Russell installed as
British Prime Minister, in place of Palmoreton, deceased.
7—State election in North C irolina (Worth
elected Governor) and Nevada. Louisiana
State election, Mr. Wells chosen Governnr.
10—Henry Wirz executed at WashiOgton.
14—St George's Church, Dr Tyng's in
Stuyveeant square, New York, totally destroyed by (iro. Preston King commits suicide.
17—The Negro Insurroclion iu Jamaica
suppressed.
20—Grand reception to GomtaI Grant at
the Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York.
24—Stephens, the Fenian Head Centre, escapes from prison.
80—The President proolaims the restoration of the habeas corjms in tho Northern
States.
DECEMDrn.
' '
4—Thu Thirty-ninth Cmgress of the United States opened. Hou Scbuylur Col fax reelected speaker.
7—Thanksgiving Day celebrated.
9—Feuian President O'Mahouy and Secretary Killian deposed and W K Roberts elected President.
18—The House concurred in Senate's
alBendments of Committee on Reconstruction resolution. Hun Robert M Pattou inaugurated Governor of Alabama.
14—Mississippi repudiates the Cinfe.'larato
war debt, and ratifies tho Constitutional
Amendment with conditions. Gov. Jenkins, of Georgia inaugurated.
18—Secretary Seward formally announces
tl^e adoption of the so-called Constitutional
Amendment. The State Goverumont of Alabama restored by the President.
19—The Georgia State Gov't restoreil.
21 —South Carolina State Gov't restored.
23—North Carolina State Gov't restored.
26—Mississippi State Government restored'. Texas and Florida the only State not
restored.
28—Governor Jonathan Worth, of North
Carolina, assumed office.
30—Henry Winter Davis died, Ketchum,
tho forger, sentenced to State Prison, four
years and six months, by Recorder Hoffman.
The Text.—A pious old lady, who was
too unwell to attend meeting, used to bend
her thick headed husband to church to find
out tho text the preacher selected as a foundation to his discourses. Tho poor dunce
was rarely fortunate enough to remember
the words of the text, or even the chapter
and verse whore they couhi be found r but
ono.Sahbath he ran home iu hot baste, and
with a smirk of satisfaction on his faoo, informed his wife that ho could repeat every
word without missing a syllable. The
words wore as follows:
'Aa angel came down from Hoavon and
took a live coal from the altar '
'Know every word,' said the husband.
'1 am anxiuns to bear it,' continued tho
wife.
'Thev are nice words,' ohservad the husband.
'I'm glad your memory is improving, but
don't keep me in suspense, my dear,' said
she.
'Just get your big Bible and I will say
the words, for I know thorn by heart. I
said them to mysalf a hundred times on my
way homo.'
'Well, now, lot's hear them.'
•>■
'Ahem P said ho, clearing his throat.
'An Ingun came down from New Haven
and took a live cult by tho tail and jerked
him out of the halter.'
Bishops of the Methodit Episcopal
Cuuech*—The Nashville Advocate giva^ tho
following account of tho Bishops of the ifetli
odist Episcopal Church South: Bishop Soulo
was at Nishvilla ou the 6th inst., the sixty
first anniversary of his itinerant ministry.
He was enjoying comf irtahlo health, though
aged eighty-five. Ho resides near Nashville.
Bishop Audron, now past his" three scorn
and tea, ' resides at Summirficld, Alaham ,
and retams"con3idorablo physical vigor".!'
Bishop Paine-resides at Aherdion, Mississippi, is over sixty years of age, and enjoys
fine health.
Bishop Pierce risiles near Culvorton, Ga.
Ho is now al p it fi t - ire years o'; gi. Hie
father, Dr. Lovick Pierce, now in advanced
years, is still able to ''deliver two or three
Mormons on the Sahhalh, and oftentimes during the weak."
Bishop Kavanaugh's homo is at Versailles,
Ky. Ho is said to be "iu labors abuudaut."
Let Him Down Easy,—Tho manner iu
whioh our mili tary heroes are let down to
their origal level, on their return home, ia
romcthing .more amusing to the lookora-ou
than flattering to the subject. A case iu
point; General .Sim U. went out iu a regiment from the Badger Stato iu Captain. Before ha loft the rendezvous Ko was promoted
to colonel; ami for gallant oonduet in the
field was brevoled hrlgadior-general. Ou
Ida rotiroment to civil life he told a Won i
they "let him down easy." At Washington it was Oenaral If.; at Madison, Colonel
II,; at the town where he orgaulzed'hls ohmpany it was, "How are you captain ?" and
when he got up to S., where ho resiilus,every
boy with freckled nose was shouting, "Hallo,
8am 1"—Exchange.
'Hsllo, there, how do you sail wood V
'By tho cord,'
'How long has it hoeu cut V '
'Fuipyfeot.'
'I moan ban long has it bees since you
cut it ?'
'No longar that it is now.'
'Bee here old tellow, you are top all-firei
bright to live long.'
"My wife, I wish you wonid try and keep
your temper." My dear husband, I wisU
foil'would try ami get rid of yosra-" *

Public meeting.
their stead thoSe who hare figured conspicuWord* of Cheer.
Editor's Dream,
NEWS OF THE WEEKously in the rebel wrvice, and who are dis- !
MARRIAGES.
A
meeting
was
hulden
in
the
Court
House
qualified by tho Constitution from holding
The Democratic Convention of New HampThe editor of the OharlottesviUe i
Church Pbopertt.—A committee of
On
th15th
of Fcbruarjr, igM i, ReT t0,
tho ofiiccg which they have been selected fc oT Uarrisouburg, on Monday last, to censidcr shire hoe endorsed in strong language, the
Chronicle had the following drtam a the Baltimore Conference, in session at uFFunkhomcr, Mr. P.r.a A. Ko'oa" ."d M°'t
fill ; therefore, it is clear that there hasbusn lite question of a repeal or modification of restoration policy of President Johnson.
Alexandria, has had an interview with eHtMAUTTx AamnTSOET, ell of Rockiighsm.
i.o constitutionally organized legislative body the present Ueury Laws. On motion,
The Democratic Convention of Connecti- few nights ago:
I rosidcnt Johnson in relation to military
n Virginia since their present Constitution
cut has endorsed tiro restoration policy of
We dreamed tha ether night that it interference with the possession of the
was adopted in tho year 1884, and that, by John Roller, was called to tho chair, and President Johnscm.
deaths.
necessary consequence, all acts, and parts of Maj. L. W. Oambill, Secretary.
The Territorial Legislature of Idaho has was twenty-five hundred years ago, and churches belonging to the Conference.—
that
wo
were
a
poor
printer
publishing
a
A
few
days
ninco, Mr. John H. Swops, aired •
acts, resolutions, elections, appointments, and
Gco. H. Chrieman Esq., after making a indorsed the restoration policy of President little paper in the interior of Persia— The President expressly disclaimed any ^
46 vcarg, 1 month and 4 dayg,
other proceedings adopted by either of the few remarks presenting his views, offered the Johnson.
intention of interfering in ecclesiastical „
I
bodies styling themselves'The Legislature of
A delegation of leading men from Mon- Business was dull, and there was little affaire, and declared that he had given " •
Virginia' since the adoption of the Alexan- following resolutbns, which wore briefly die- tano assures the President that tho people of ad versing, and subscribers (as at present) no orders to the military authorities to
SPECIAL
NOTICES.
Wednesday Morning, - - Feb. 21, 1866. dria Constitution, have been in violation of cussed by Capt. Duckwall, against and Mr. that Territory warmly sustain his meas- did not pay their subscriptions, and the
seize the churches and disperse the min- the plainest provisional requiremeota of that Chrisman, in favor and were adopted ;
ures.
world generally went wrong. AVe wrote isters and their congregations, either in
JOHN C. WOODSON, Editor.
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY!
C institutfon, and are absolutely null and
The Ccnairvntive Republican papers the most judicious and well-conceived
llesolved, That it is unwise ami inexpediVirginia
or
elsewhere.
He
assured
the
void, and of ao effect.
protected bt royal letters patent.
throughout
the
North
susuin
tbe
Prasident.
to repeal, or amend onr Usury Laws, All ths papers of tho South, except ons or editorials on all tbe questions of the day, committee that the preachers and mem"Plain Political Axlomi.*'
16th. In this condition of things it is imper- ent,
with
a
view
to
establish
a
higher
rale
of
inbut
without
the
slightest
visible
effect
on
SIB JAMES CLARKE'S
atively necessary that the restoration of that
two in Kentucky and two or three out of it,
bers of the Conference should not again
In the Hichmond Jlepublic, of the 17th «State to ite national rights should be com- terest in Virginia.
the course of tho world, or tbe practice he molested, aud desired that any attempt ^
^"CELEBRATED
FEMALE PILLS^gj
sustain
President
Johnson
in
his
great
efforts
That the idea that any very considerable to evoke harmony from discord and peace of mankind. The roads in Persia conPrrpartd from a prescription •/ Sir J. Clarke, Jr. P.
iost., under the heading attached to thin ar- imenced 'de novo' by the call of a Legisla- amount
that
might
bo
made
in
future
by
tho
milof
capital
would
he
brought
from
Physician
Evtraordinary
to ths Qwen.
ticle, we have observed a p 1 i;«l essay, 'tnro by tho Governor of the State, lobe com- the North to be loaned, is probably delusive, from war. He receives the hearty support tinued as had, the tax gatherers contin- itary authorities to eject them from their ^
JtiraltfabU medicine li unfailing In tbecnreofaU
posed
of
loyal
men
only,
under
such
restricof
the
true
Union
men
of
the
country,
irrethose
painful
and
dangerous
diseases
to which the femala
ued
as
rapacious,
the
government
continwhich is ascribed to the pen of John M. Jtions upon the eligibility to office as the Con- whilst the certain effect of such a measure, spective of party names and divisions, both
churches should be brought to his constitution
c<
Is subject. It inoderates all etoesses and
ued
as
deaf,
the
currency
continued
as
will
bo
to
raise
the
interest
upon
a
vast
removes
all
obstructions,
front
whatever
cause, and a
Butts, and we have no doubt it is correctly tstitution provides, and under such enlargeknowledge, when tho remedy would be Jjspeedy cure maj be relied on.
in the North and. in tbe South.
of'dchts creating in onr State.
vicious, property continued as insecure, applied.
so ascribed. These axioms of a sound and ' ■ment of the qualification of suffrage as the amonnt
He
is
sustained
cordially
by
General
That if a higher rate of interest, should
CAUTKW*
as if 'The Flambecn of Iran' (that was
THr.ss Fills thfmJtH not hr tokm hv
efssrim*
disinterested political creed were manifestly 'military authorities may prescribe (that invite capital from the North, tho great body Grant.
what we called our paper) had never spo—Throughout
the
Sea
Island
region
a.
u
riRaTTaBEtje&^pp™^
State
being
still
under
military
control,)
as
Uo
is
sustained
warmly
by
Gtn.
Sherwritten for the benefit of Mr. Botts and his will render an election practicable:
of our people cannot afford to pay at six per man.
rTt : bu> 01
ken, or given one solitary word cf advice. of Scuth Carolina the negroes refuses to ^"KJZVsuf?7'''"n
°'' '
<"*"■
cent, having been tound by long experience,
sainted co-laborers in the work of re-conErery woman knowi that tho bloom or hraltk mo.t
Ho is sustained generally by tho veterans It was in tho days of fairies and genii.— work, and will not give way to other laMr. Bolt's 7th axiom announces the prin- to be as much as any agricultural commnnifade
with
Hie
.llahteat
trreaularlt,
orob«ru
"on
oTlhi
struetion, by which thoy mean to re-construct
who
achieved
the
victories
of
tho
Union,
One day about noon as we lay pondering borers who will. They have been delight- men
.J tel. The.e Pill, are truly the woman', frleud la
ciple that tho Confederate Btatea for four ty can pay. A few enterprising merchants both officers and men.
her
hour
of
trial,
and
the
only
lore,
poaltlye
and
aever
themsehes into odice, and re-construct all '
on
the
world
on
the
sides
of
the
lofty
ing
their
imaginations
with
the
belief
^
years did constitute a government de facto ; and speculators, may pav a higher rate, by
cure and regulator of Suppression of nature from
His positions arc enthusiastically indorsed mountain that ovarlooked the little vil- that the Sea Island lands are to be giv- falllnn
others out. All of Mr. B dts' enlaryed palevying tbe increase up >n less fortunate and
wwhatever cauie. So mild that the fecbleet can' talro
1and that all who voted in the Convention of less active citizens, sni we cannot resist tho by all anti-secessionists.
them
with
perfect aecurlty, yet to powerful In their
triotism, ard generous affection for his pros"
that they may be safely called, a never faillna
He announced day before yesterday to a lage of Maricana, a great rock opened in en to them, and the belief seems to have effecta,
1861, held at Richmond, for tho ordinance of conviction, that this proposition to raise the
Regulator.
an
instant
and
a
gigantic
form
stood
bobecome
so
firmly
settled
that
it
is
at
R
rtrate and hapless fellow-citizens, winds up at
delegation that called upon him that he ebill
In alt cases of Nervous and Spinal Affections, Palna
secession, or signed the same, (this catches rats of interest, originated with them.
take no steps backward ; that he shall not side us. It was a Genius. He asked length dangerous to oppose them. Re- i,In the Back and Limbs, Fatigue on slight exertion PalIwst.in a well considered purpose to strike
That
existing
debts
were
created
upon
the
Stuart, Baldwin & Co., and is evidently put
pitation
of the Heart, Hystcrlca, and Whites, these
change
his
course
;
that
the
measure
of
bis
us,
what
was
the
matter
?
We
told
him
cently
they
had
an
insurrection:
several
r
down the present State Government, to disof six per cent, and to put it in the powPills will effect a cure when all other means bars
will be filled to overflowing when that our writing did no good. 'O Phil- barns and other houses were burned, infailed;
in to keep them out of the Senatorial ring) basis
and although a powerful remedy, do not contain
er of creditors to increase to eight or ten per ambitiou
band the present Legislature ef the State,
the country once more firmly united, osopher !' he said, 'I have watched your and they entrenched themselves within jjIron, calomel antimony, or aitythlng hurtful to the conor voluntarily took the oath of allegiance, or
would bo as unjust, as to put it in the be sees
end to order a new election under such re- held any offio.', civil or military, under the cent,
harmony in all its members fully re- labors and utterances of wisdom these their quarters. Qovomer Orr has writ- stitution.
Full directions In the pamphlet around each package
power of debtors, to reduce the interest to and
stored.
strictions, as will eventually secure his elecbe oarefiinynreserved
many years ! Know that Truth at last ten a lengthy letter to the President, wwhich should
said Confederate States, are not only not to four or five per cent.
SOID nr ALL DHLraGISTS.
On
the
other
hand
he
is
opposed
by
Thadtion to the Senate of the United States. Let bo candidates for the Senate, nor oven for the
That if any class of our citizens needs the deus Stevens. He is opposed by B. F. Wade. ever finds its reward, though ita gaits be detailing the state of affairs, and urges
Sole General Agent for tbe United States and British
ns read some of the proverbs of this political Hi use of Roj resentatives, nor even for Con- fostering and guardian care of the Govern- He is opposed and denounced by Charles halting; your hour has arrived—ask of his immediate attention to them. Ho DDcminloDS,
EB 27 Cortlw a
N n tl
'cent postage
> t stamps
8'-. Nowenclosed
York,
$1 m
00 2,Id^h
and 6 three
ment, it is debtors, not creditors, for creditors Sumner. He is opposed bv Wendell Phil- me what you will have for all your toils expresses his conviction that the Freed- t( N.B.
Solomon:
stable, or Overseer of the Poor; but they are have generally an advantage of debtors; an lips.
J"
any
anthorlsed
Agent,
w'llsecurely
ensure asealed
bottle,
containHe
is
opposed
by
Henry
Wilscn,
by
ing
M
Pills,
by
return
mall,
from
all
obmen's
Bureau
in
that
State
is
acting
in
n
in the cause of virtue.'
7ih. Kor can it be disputed that the late
advantage which God has given them, as
servatlon.
Sold by L. H. OTT, Druggist
no-called Confederate States did fur four years 1'aliens, their right of property is gme, (for they have generally more sense, more energy, Frederick Douglass, by B. F. Butler. He is
As it happens in dreams, the environ- harmony with the negroes to a consider- " •'an- 1L
Harrisonburg, Va.
opposed by the unwashed Radical political ment now seemed suddenly entirely able extent, and is to that extent responconstitute a government ''rfe facto and it aliens cannot hold real estate,) their children more enterprise, and more prudence.
press of the North.
follows that all those w ho assisted in era i- idisinherited and deprived of their patrimony,
sible
for
the
difficulties
now
existing.—
That if it were wise at any time to repeal
LI FE—HEALTH—STRENGTH.
He is opposed by tho Radical politico-re- changed. Instead of being on the side
ling that de facto government, by voting in and the whole Southern country reduced to our Usury Laws, of which this meeting enof the mountain in Persia, we were on Enquirer.
LIFE—HEALTH—STRENGTH.
eonrention fur an ordinance of secession, or beggary, ruin and want, in order that John tertains very serious doubts, this is not the ligious press of the same section.
LIFE—HEALTH- STRENGTH.
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Mountain
He is opposed by the old secessionists of
—The great public meeting of the Con- ^
signing the same, or who voluntarily took
time
to
do
it.
It
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be
dons,
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done
near this place, and tl e Rivanna winding ■ervatlve men of all classes will be held theoreatfremchremedt:
the oath of alleginfice to, or held .office, civil M. Botto and his peculiar pets, may enjoy at all at a time of great prosperity, and when the North.
DR. JUAN DELAMARRE'S
He is opposed by tbose who want a grand like a thread of yellow gold at our feet. in New York in the course of a few days,
or military, under the said "rfe facto" gov- tho spoils and luxuries of official life.
money is abundant, not at a time when there
military government, after tho 'What do you want ?' said the Genius :
CELEBRATED SPECIFIC PILLS,
ernment, which offices could only be held by
His 10th ax on declares that no man can is but little money in circulation ; when we consolidated
to
respond
to
the
President's
plan
of
refrm a preicn'plum of Dr. Juan Delamarrt
citizens of a government then hostile to, and be pardoned until he is first legally convicted; have been robbed of every thing, and have fashion of Napoleon and tho Emperor of 'I can give you one of three things :t eonstruction. Democrats and Republi- 1Prepared
Chyef Physician to the f/nspital du Nord ou
Hayti.
at war with the United States, thereby
wealth,
the
most
beautiful
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in
the
Lariboisiere of Paris.
nothing
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and
when
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if
not
procans alike will participate, and the deHe is opposed by those who have been exalienated themselves from the Government and that, therefore, all those Southern men tected by stay laws, would ba wholly at the
This Invaluable medicine is no Imposition, but is un
world,
or
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ability
to
aooomplish
any
pectorating
upon
the
Constitution.
By
sign
is,
as
far
as
possible,
to
make
the
f
[
failing
in
the
cure
of Sperroatorrhfe or seminal Weakof the United States, and by thus renouncing !and women who have been pardoned by tho mercy of their credifyrs.
ness Every species of Oenital or Urinary Irritability.
those who have been declaring that instru- one oherished social scheme which you
their allegiance, disclaimed all pretensions to President, mustloso tho benefit of their paror Nightly Seminal Emissions from whatThrt when wo have heard the charge ment a covenant with hell and an agreement may have at heart in connection with demonstration a non-partisan one. Many \Involuntary
cause produced, or however severe, will be speed!of the most influential merchants, ban- <everrelieved
its protection, and are therefore aliens to this
made, as we often have done, that our legisand the organs restored to healthy action.
government, and can only bo restored to the dons, (no na ttor if they paid $500 to a par- lation was intended to make tho rich richer, with death. By tliose who want to change your labors as an Editor.' We were very kers and business men, have already sig- 1ly Head
the following opinions of eminent French vhydon
broker,)
and
with
them
all
rights
of
the
color
of
white
men,
women
and
children
poor,
and
sadly
needed
an
overcoat,
and
stctnns.
rights of citizenship through the established
14
nified their readiness to take part in it. ' We hare nsed tbe Specinc Pills prepared by Oaran'
and the poor poore, we have generally regarlaws id naturalization, or by a special act of property and citizenship. Mr. Botts in his ded it as the cry of Demogogues, and an ap- to brown and yellow.
a supply of paper for our next quarter,
k Dupont, No. 214 Rue Lombard, from the preAnd
now,
lellow-citizons,
look
on
that
pic—The Lynohburg News says that a Jclere
legislation.
•cription of Dr. Juan Deiamarre, In our private practice
blind ambition for place and power and peal tc low and bad passions, to accomplish
and we had nearly asked for 'wealth.'
uniform success, and wo believe there is no other
8tb. There can be uo difibrenoe in law, or spoils, (he has m t yet got pay for political and personal ends; but if now a ture and then on this, and judge and act as But fancy brought before us so lovely a letter has been received from Mr. John 1with
so well calculated to cure all persons suffering
In fact, in the political status of these South- all of his timber) forgets that those Boheme was devised, or if a scheme now can you think patriotism and Union and decency vision in the form a magnificently dres- M. Speed, now in Washington, giving medicine
r involuntary Emmissions or any other weakness of
from
requires.
the
sexual
Organs, whether caused by a sedentary mode
ern persons uho have taken the oath of albe devised to accomplish this purpose it seems
Cheer aud steady.—Louisville Journal, sed female, that wo said —'O Genius, the information that the efforts he has |of living, excesses, or abase.
legiance to the "de facto" government of the pardons were granted under a special law to us, that the proposition to repeal our
been
making
for
some
time
past,
to
reR. A. BiiuacpAtii, M. D,
we adore beauty, and are lonely and soliso-cal!el Maximilian and those who have ta- of the Congress of the UuitoJ States, belore Usury Laws, and authorize a higher rate of Hth.
O. b. Ddjakdik, M. D.
tary'—'Think,' said the Genius, 'your cover the sura of $100,000 in specie, beJmah Li Lmvodia, M. D.
ken a similar oath, or otherwise made tlnm- whose solemn mandates and superior au- interest, is precisely of that character.
Bacon and Greens.—We loaru through wish is irrevocable—have you any great longing to some of the Virginia banks, 1Paris, Hay 5th, ISM.
selvcscitizens of the "tfc facto' government
We
therefore,
citizens
cf
Rockingham
thority, States, men, and oven "plain politiBEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.
of the so-called Tres dent Davis.
Connty pray that the General AssaiuLly will a private source, that Dr. Geo. W. Baqbt, political or sooial end which you would which was captured and claimed as pubThe Genuine Pills arc sold by all the prineipa! DrugOtb. These being the natural, lawful and cal axioms," must give way.
consider this matter fully, and examine it fwmcrly editor of the "Southern Literary wish to achieve ?' 'We have, O Genius !' lic nroperty, are likely to prove success- gists throughout the World, price One Dollar per Box.
unavoidable consequences of secession, alienor
Boxes for Five Dollars.
The 12th axiom, exempts the State of Vir- thoroughly; that they will not hearken to Messenger," will deliver his lecture on ""Ba*
c Six Oakavciikx
Our mind was made up : 'Look over ful.
k Dupont, Bole Proprietors,
ation and treason, it tollows that the tunc- ginia from the necessity of being remanded tho Commercial interest, and tho Editorial con and Greens," in Harrisonburg at some this beautiful land, O Genius, darkened
No. 214 Rue Lombard, Paris.
—Forney,
the
Faithless,
in
a
letter
to
tions of government in those States lately in to a Teiritorial condition, and placed under Fraternity of Richmond only ; but that they
One Dollar enclosed to any authorised Agent, will Intime within the next two weeks, due notice with the sous of Ham—we have a wish the Philadelphia Press, says; If the »sure a box by return mail, securely sealed from all obTctellh u have 1 ten snsper.dcd by the unwill hear from the State at large, before they
eix boxes for five dollars.
constitntional action of those temporarily in the rule of a Military Provisional Governor, adopt this innovation upon the long estab- of which will be given. Tho Dr. is spoken with regard to them.' 'Speak it,' said President shall yield to the standing de- 'servation,
Sole General Agents for America,
OSCAR G. MOSES k Co., 27 Cortlandt St.. N. T.
authority in those States; and that these for tho very plain reason that she will, under lished usage of onr State, under which we of by the press throughout the State as a the Genius—'it shall be fulfilled.'
mauds of the "stern statesmen, ' JefferN.B.—French, German, Spanish and English PamphState governmenls can only bo restored that exception, have true Senators in the have heretofore prospered.
fine lecturer, and our citizens may expect to We then told him that we wanted these son Uavis^and his friends, and declare ilets, containing full particulars and directions tor use.
through the action of tho laic-making pow- Congress of the United States, one of which
Sold by L. II. OTT, Druggist,
llesolved. That a copy of these resolutions enjoy the dish of "Bacon and Greens" to be four millions of negroes carried to the the rebellion at an end, and restore the
Jan. 17.
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forwarded
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ttates
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pi ession of the rebellion and the restoration the afi resaid John M. Botts evidently desires tives in the Legislature, and that they be served by tbe Dr.
air
in
the
twinkling
of
en
eye,
and
set
will be turned over to the worst passions
of peace, tha light to govern and control to bo. But Scgar and Underwood have been published in the papers of Harrisonburg,
Parties wishing to remove West or North, will be furwith locations by calling upon us, as we have
*
tl.e-e Status, naturally, const!trtinnally, and elected at Alexandria as Senators, and where with the request that Baltimore papers copy.
Sinqbi.ab Phenomenon.—We are inform- down amongtheexcellcnt philanthropists that could infuriate a domineering and nished
business
relations with reliable Real Estate Agencies in
inherently devolves on the loyal citizens U the place for Botts 7 This would seem to
ed by reliable gentlemen, residing near aud of th; t virtu, us theocracy. 'It shall be revengeful aristocracy.
the States of Maryland, Pennsylvania. New York, Ohio,
L. W- Gambii.l, Scc'rv.
Indiana,
Illinois, Missouri and Colorado.
i
done,'
said
the
Genius.
'Stop
!'
we
cried,
thereof who have fallen heirs to the estate,
beyond the Shenandoah, in the direction of
JOHN ROLLIN, Pres'tInformation and letters of Introduction furnished ta
—The bill requiring the old banks of parties
Berryville, that one night last week by a •we are not through.' We then proceedwnd who cnunot lawfully be subjected-to the requ' e a very powerful "political axiom,''
wishing to purchase lands in any ol the above
s
to reliable Real Estate Agents.
singular convulsion of the earth immense ed to say that perfect political and social Virginia to go Into liquidation,passed by States,
power and control of alien enemies to them but the great prophet and sage is equal to
J. D. PRICE k CO., Heal Estate Agents.
Harrisonbubo, Va., )
rocks were displaced and removed some dis- equality was to be established between the House of Delegates of the State renr.d to the coi ntry ; uitd that these loyal the < mergenoy ; and to meet the exigency of
Oct.
11.—tf
Harrisonburg, va.
February 17, 1865. J
tance., Mr. Daniel Snyder scarcely recog- the old and new settlers. It was to be cently, has also passed the Senate, with ■
citizens have also a natural, conbtitutiunal tire ra3e, he introduces his 14th "axiom."
-ar
Editors of the" Old Commonwealth"—Gen- nized bis own place tha next morning on the doom of every New Englander to an amendment requiring the puhlicatieu <gELLXSG OFF AT COST '
and inherent right, under the sanction of
Kow this Hth "axiom" fits the case pre- tlemen :—I desire through the columns of arising. Every stone and-rock around his
said law-making power, to resume their
of quarterly statements showing the as- 1
original position in the government and cisely. It declares null and void all the acts your paper, to make some explanations for hones had been removed. Mr. Snyder live in the perpetual presence of one or seta and general condition of said banks.
more
niggers.
No
marriage
was
to
have
FOR CASH!
councils of the nation; and therefore all rep- of the'Legislatures st Alexandria and Eich- the benefit of tbe citizone of tbe County, in thought a small portion ol tbe Rocky Mountains bad fallen into his barn-yard, We un- more than one white or one black party
—The noble people of Baltimore are iWISHING TO MAKE A CHANGE IN OUR
resentatives to Congreag, who present them- mend, since February, 1204, and this puts
regard to the Tax I am now collecting.
derstand it was tbe same case in the moua- to it. In all public assomblies no two about to hold a Great Southern Relief >businaia, we atfor oar large anil weU-aelectad
selves with the proper evidence of election,
of Goods, conaistiog of ererything usaally
and who are prepared, honestly and in good out in ths cold both Scgar and tiudcfwd^'
I presume many of the Tax payers of the tains beyond the river. Rocks of enormous persons of the same color were to sit to- Fair, Many of the merchants of that •tuck
j
in a Country Store, viz:
faith, to comply with the Constitution and and leaves two vacant seats in the Senate ot county do nt>t entirely understand its na- size being displaced. Hera is something fur gether—but there was to be always on city have already tendered large quanti- kept
DRY GOODS.
laws of the United States, should bo admit- the United States, requires the dispersion of
scientific men to unravel. Most singular to such occasions one black person and then
GROCEUII13,
of articles for the purpose, and both
ted, without necessary delay, to a participa- the present General Assembly, and the elec- ture ; as in the manner in which it is being say no one noticed anything unusual during one white person. At table a black per- ties
HARDWARE.
the
greatj
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companies—Adam's
tion in tho legislation of the nation ; and to
now culltoled througheut the Southern the night.—Win. Times.
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packa
BOOTS A SHOES,
withhold this right, is to place the loyal on
States.
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A
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person
at
the
other
end,
and
alternate
the President's order, all the properthe same platform with the disloyal—the was so objectionable to onr people, that wo
ges free of charge.
As stated in my notice, the law has been ty"Under
CLOTHING,
here, belonging to what is known us the colors at tho sides. So in the cars and
friends on a footing with the enemies of the had fondly hoped it would not bo again atNOTIONS, Ac.,
—The Paris correspondent of the Lonso
modified,
that
but
one
year's
tax
will
be
Hanover street Methodist congregation,in omnibuses. At parties only black gencountry.
AT COST FOR CASH! I
collected. The tax is fixed according to the Predcrioksburg, will bo transferred to tho tlemen were to dance with white ladies, don Times says Napoleon is displeased
10th. The rrcsllent is clothed with tho tempted to be imposed upon them.
The 15th "axiom" requires the imposi- assessment of "real estate" 1860, and is (27) Northern Baitiraore Conference. There is a
with Maximillian on acoount of the bad
power to grant reprieves and pardon to those
We wontd retpcctfullr invite the attention of
who have committed offences against the tion of severe restrictions upon eligibility to twenty-seven cents to the ($100) 009 hun- fine Church edifice and, wo believe, two excel- and at boarding schools one little black reception given to the French counsellor the public, and especially our old friends and
United Stales; but as none are legally offen- office, and such enlargement of the right of
lent dwelling-houses, that will go over to the girl and one little white girl should be of State, recently sent to Mexico. This customers to call and see us before purchsing
as we are certain we oaa make it to
ders, and as no man in this country can bo suffrage as the military authorities may pre- dred dollars valuation. Every owner re- church North. Various pieces of preporty put in the same room. The Governor is supposed to ho the cause of tho with- elsewhere,
their interest so to do.
siding on their property is entitled to a in Other parts of the State have already and one-half of the legislature of a State drawal of tbe French troops.
legally punished for any offence, no matter
Country
Produce
taken in ezchangs for Goods
how atrocious ar aggrravated the crime, uu- scribe. The object of this "axiom" must bo "Homestead Exemption" of $500, the same changed hzxris—lredirickshurg Herald.
should be black. One half of every
at Cassb price I
lil be has been tried and convicted of the of- to confer the right of voting upon tho ne- being a "Homestead," are not exempted, (as
Board of Trustees should be black. One
—Tho Alexandria Gazette says but
NO HUMBUG!
fence with which he stands charged, »o no groes. Now with this view of the pious purThe Frekdmen's Bill.—The bill half every oommittea should be blaok. very lew citizens of Alexandria are ensome
suppose,)
until
thoy
procure
the
propreprieve or pardon (the exercise of which poses, and "honorable intentions" of Mr.
We mean to do precisely what we say wo will
which passed both Houses of Congress
gaged
in
the
movement
to
'territorialize"
Every
thing
in
New
England
should
er certificate from tho collector.
dopowers commence sinmltamously,) can be
few days ago concerning ireedmen, and
fairly divided between white and Virginia. The scheme was concocted PARTIES HAVING CLAIMS AGAINST US
constiUitionally granted before tbe party or Botts towards the down trodden people of
Any person desiring further information which now awaits the signature of the be
outside
of
Alexandria,
and
is
discounteblack.
Half
of
every
house
that
was
PAYABLE IN GOODS, WILL
parties have been tried and convicted accord- his native State—many of whom have been will be cheerfully waited upon, by calling at President, makes provision by which the
white-washed should be black. Half of nanced oy many among the best and most
PLEASE BRING THEM IN
ing to law; and, therefore, all pardons hen- his friends and supporter!, in by-gone days,
IMMEDIATELY.
my
office,
South
End
Hills
Hotel,
Harrisonwhole
South
is
to
be
cut
up
into
districts
every shirt and chemise should be blaok. consistent 'Union' and 'Loyal' menoi tho
tofore granted to tbose lately in rebellion have we cannot suppose there can be found in the
burg, Va., or by addressing me through the eqnal in number to the counties of the Half of every ostrich plume should be place.
N. B.—We also intend to continue to buy Probeen premature, and null and void.
duce for CASH, at the highest market rates.
IHh. It is-patcnt to observing men that State, one man, so lost to shame and honor, post-office of this place.
several States. Each district to be pla- black. Half of every tooth should be
—The President is said to he dissatisThankful for past favors, we intend to merit a
all attempts at reconstruction in many of tho as to oppose bis election to tho Senate of tho
ced under the gevernment of an agent, black. The snow should be half black.
Very Respectfully, See.,
continuance of the same.
States, through the misplaced confidence, and United States.
with a salary of fifteen hundred dollars The boots should be 'one white and the fied with Napoleon's expressions in reFeo. 21. LOWENBACH, HELLER A CO.
Spencer
A.
Cue,
Collectorunappreciated kindness and magnanimity of
per annanr; and with as many clerks as other Dlack. The white of every other lation to Mexico, and it is reported that J^-EW BANKING HOUSE !
the President, through the action of those
he
will
soon
send
a
message
to
Congress
who have occupied the relations of alien enLent —The following are the regulations he may need or fancy. The business of eye vhould be black.
Funny Communications.—Like our neighon Mexican affairs.
The smell of tbe nigger should perIN HARRISONBURG, YA.,
emies to the United States, have not only bor t! e Etaunton Spee a'or, • we have on for Lent, read in all the churches of the di- these agents will be to distribute 'provis—Josh Billings asserts that "the virfailed in their anticipated effects, but are in hand some half a dozen commuaications ocese of Richmond. They differ comidsra- ions, clothing, fuel and other supplies, fume every spot and every object. When
I am now engaged in the Banking Bnsiness
including medical stores," and to 'furnish the young ladies fainted they should be tues of woman are all her own, but her- at my Store near the Big Spring, in Harrisonmany rospocts unsafe as a precedent, poruicions in their results, dangerous to our insti- written in imitation of "Bill Arp." Under bly from those pNhlished for the diocese of transportation' to the freedmen. The revived with smelling-bottles containing fr ail ties hev awl been taught her." Hei burg.
tutions, and should be commenced 'de nooo.' the circumslaioss, wo would take pleasure in Baltimore and Wheeling, being better suited aggregate salaries of agents and clerks, it 'extrait do negre.' When young gentle- further affirms that a woman kant keepi I WILL BUY VIRGINIA AND SOUTHERN
BANK NOTES,
12th. Therefore, in all such Stales as have publishing them, but as we expect to pub- to the impoverished condition of our people : is estimated, reach seven millions, three
men fixed up their handkerchiefs, it a secret nor let any one else keep one."
not, in ths opinion ot tho law-making power, liih a letter every month from "Bill Arp,"
For
which
I
will
pay tho highest market price.
1. The Lent commence* en Ash Wednes- hundred and fourteen thousand.jtwo hun- should bo with the 'eau de negre.' Evebeen fii.ally reconstructed, it will be right
—A poor Irishman who applied for a I ALSO BUY AND SELL GOLD AND SILVER.
day
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Hth
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and
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not
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to
impair
the
interest
dred
dollars
($4,314,200)
during
the
ry pinch of snuff, and every sneeze, should license to sell ardent spirits, being quesand proper that a military or provisional
Every day in Lent, Sundays excepted first year.
I am prepared to loan money, on good negogovernor, of loyal antecedentf, should be ap- of our readers in his letters, and as we feel is a2. fast,
be flavored with nigger-heel. All sau- tioned as to his moral fitness for the
binding
upon
all
not
legitimately
Papers. Persons having Coin, or Bank
This is oerl '.y charity on a grand ces for the table should send forth those trust, replied ; 'Ah, sure, it is not much tiable
pointed (except for tbe State of Virginia,) anxieui that bis fame sha'l not be eclipsed disepnsed. Only one full meal to be taken
Papers to sel! and those who wish to buy, will
with instinotions to call a convention, to be in that panicular field of literature which he after mid-day, is allowed by lau .
scale ; and if not worked with a wisdom fumes in place of the onion. Opera of a character that a man needs to sell find it to their interest to call on me.
Feb. 21.
JONAS A. LOEWENBACH.
composed of loyal men only, to be elected by has cnteroil, we have concluded not to pub8, Fleshmcat is allowed by dispensation which we fear mortals do not possess, Houses, and places of public amusement, rum I'
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coat
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at
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Roman
Catholish tho brilliant communications now on
existing Stale ConstitutionB.
JURY OR DEATH BY ACCIDENT.
meal on the week days of Lent" ex- lossal system for the perpetuatii n of idle- lic Churches are with incense. Every
—The Fish wharf was rented from the
i8tb. The State i f Virginia, although a hand, besides which those of "Bill Arp" cipal
Ash Wednesday, on the Fridays, ness and the encouragement of pauper- New Englander, and particularly every first of March to the first of June, to1
large majority of her people were in rebel- "would pale their ineffectual fires," We are cepting
and on Holy Saturday. Flesh meat and ism over devised by man. It makes mil Bostonian, should have the original pow- Bowen, Brothers & Co., loi two thousand The New York Accidental Insurance Co.
lion, bos been continuously and without in- anxious to receive original communications, fish are not permitted at the same meal.
No. 141 Beoadwat, New Toek Citr,
lions of blacks, who were useful laborers er of emitting tbe odor, and should emit one hundred and twenty-five dollars.
terruption, thrtugh ih j action of a portion of
4.
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For
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not
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so
many
in
the
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her loyal citizens, recognized as a Slate Gov—It is understood that the Finaoee
old age, infirmity of health, pregnacy, the once, pensioners upon the bounty of the it on all occasions, particularly after
orumant ot the United States; with a Gov- style. We do not feel so anxious about pro- nuraing of infants at the breast, and hard la- Government. When the freedmen is walking. You should detect a Massa- Committee of the Houee of DelegatesI CAPITAL,
(ALL PAID IN,)
$250,000.
ernor regularly elected under the Constitu- tecting the fame of Jos. Addisou, Isaac Steele bor, are good causes for dispensation from hungry he feeds at a government table ; chusetts man with the nose as unerringly
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against
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>
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tion of 1861 : with her representatives adgovernment tailors fit him out inolothing; as a pole-oat. As when a roof is newly any interest on State bonds for the pres- accidents.—All forms of dislocations,following
broken
mitted to seats in each branch of Congress Samuel Johnson, Washington Irving, Wm. tho6.fast.
bones, sprains, concussions, crushings, bruises,
To those who fast, custom allows in he gets his fuel at a government wood painted with gas-tar, the mariner should ent year.
during the rebellion, she therefore stands in a U. Presoott and others who spelled correctly, the morning,
cuts,
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gunshot
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burns
and
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ogniie Plymouth
Plymouth Rock
a cup of coffee, tea, or ohoco- yarli • retires.when indisposed to a gov- reC
Rock far
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out at sea.
„ frost bites, Bites of dog,8 or serpants. unprovoked
dilere, t relation to the Governra n". from and would, therefore, uot hesitate to publish late, made with
water, and a small portion ernraeut hospital, and when the spirit of recognize
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RayNew England 'should stink' wi
p assault bv burglars, robbers, murders, Ac, the
New
Eneland 'should stiuk' with the
those States that have disfranchised all right such oommunioatious as would be written in of bread. Also an evening collation, not to
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provisional governors since the war, ap'Anything else ?' said the Genius.sunocation by drowning or choking, when such
6. Flesh meat being excluded, if the cus- the world, he gets a free railroad ticket
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able.
pointed by the President.
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wherever
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will.
'Yes,' we said-'now give 'em the Froedtomary
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peror of disability to follow hia usual avooaHth. But inasmuch as the Canstitntion if they do not wish to write in an original mitted to use at collation other articles of We would not blame tho poor negro for meu's Bureau, and put Gen. Wise at tho
—Carl Schurz's German friends heldL sured,
tionsj
o/ Virginia, now in operation, declares that style, to imitate, as nearly as possible, that of f00(]) BUC(, fruit) butter, cheese, eggs, or even accepting such bounty aa thia.—Enquir- bead of it-and streak old Butler with a mass meeting in Chicago, on the nightb
No
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can be oert&in of security ft-om accithe House of Delegates shall consist of not either of those we have menlionsd, and wo fish.
dent. They WILLhappon in a thousand unfora streak of white and a streak of black, of the 5th, at which resolutions were seen
less than eighty nor more than one hundred
and
uuexpected
ways, and in spite of all
7. Persons not able to control tho
7,
thp time ol
and wo are satisfied.' 'Mr. Sumner ?' adopted, declaring it the dnty of Con-- safeguards and precautions. As no one is safe
and four membeis, and the Senate shall nev- will take pleasure in publishing them.
r meals
lea,a and being forced to dine late, can
their
should insure against its worst consequences.
Wo do not decline
the articles
beinginf^c.d
te dine late
can
The Alexandria Methodist Epis- said the Genius. 'Oh, yes,' we remark- gress to impeach President Johnson, andI allInsurance
er he less than one-fourth that number;
, , to publish
*■ ,
.
. "^
take "
their collation
the morning
in place
can be effected (Tom one day to fivo
tbe
copal Conference.— The committee in ed-'give him a nappy head, and a grown' reoummondiug the abolition of the Ex-* years. No medical Dxamination required.
rind inasmuch as the first Legislature that as- wo have on hand because they are not good, 0off evening.
eveniLg.
sembled under tl.at provision of tbe Couati- but because there is such a thing as having
ecutive branch of the Government en- For aq Insurance of five thoasand dollars against
g. All Catholics who have attained the use the above Conference appointed to pre- daughter black as the aee of spades.'
DEATH only by accident, an Annual Premium
tution consisted of only fourtsen in one house "too much of a good thing." Too much su- of 8.reason, are required by the Church Earo a pastoral address to the people,
Suddenly we heard the breakfast bell,i tirely.
of fifteen dollars. For an Annual Premium af
and six in the other, and as the preseut Leg- 0
n
ake
to
make
confession,
and
when
approved
to
ave
submitted
an
address
through
their
and then the door bell, and then tbe cry'
or thirty dollars, according to occuJ made us sick."
—John M. Botts was before the Re-. twenty-five
! ma ooramumon
confession rlMrinfT
and when
approvod
to
islature now in session at Uichmond, was au- gar always
rtsmst\
nnminiiiimn
rhft
rUROhfU
time.
receive
during
the Paschal
time,
chairman explanatory of the course of the of 'copy.' We brought the boy to our
a pation of the applicant, five thoasand dollars is
thorized and convened by the said 'Town
which runs from the first Sunday of Lent to Conference in separating from the Meth- chamber, seated him at our table, with1 construction Committee of Congress, on insured in event of death by accident, and, also,
Conned' (as it has been aptly termed in the
there is insured by the same policy • compensaOn the Decline.—By looking over our the Saturday before Feast of the Holy Triu- odist Episcopal Church and uniting with pen and paper, and dictated our dream. Tuesday.
lion of twenty-five dollars per week, in case of
Senate of the Uoi'ed States) which possessed
II
ity, that is, from tha 18th of February to the the Church South, setting forth that by
—A
number
of
blockade
runners
in
quotations
of
Southern
Bank
Notes
in
aninjury
by accident, not fatal, but totally dtsabltng
l
'Take that,' we said, and we have given
no such authority ; and as the present Legis26th
of
May,
during
this
year.
n
from
usual employment or profession.
the
South,
finding
their
late
occupation
lature is composed, in a large part, of those other colura (carefully revised and corrected
remaiuing
with
the
North
they
would
it
to
our
readers.
Given at Richmond on tho 2d of February,
Inaurauoe or furth.r
particuUr. call and
J
gone, are engaged smuggling goods into0 seeFor
who wore expressly forbidden by tbe Consti- each week,) that therei s a decline in all de- Feast of the Purification of the Blessed Vir- save everything but their honor, and by
or addreiu
'
)
Florida.
Feb.
14.-2m.
"Register"
Offlce.
—A
man
named
Jenkins,
who
was
up
tution under which they profois to act, to scriptions ot State Bank Notes, particularly gin, in the year of our Lord 1868.
going to the Church South save nothing
hold any office whatever; and inasmuch as those of Virginia. This is owing to the susin Memphis recently for insanity, said it'
John MoQill.
except
that.
The
report
deprecates
the
IJ^OTICE
TO
TAX
PAYERS.
—The
Connecticut
Democratic
Consuch Constitution imperatively requires an
Bishop of Richmond.
action of the Church North in introdu- was produced by an effort he had made vention bos passed a resolution indcroath to bo administered to each one before ho pense on ths part of holders to know their
Xotioi is hereby given te the owners of Real
oiug politics into its discipline, and its to believe all the late telegraph reports.' sing the reconstruction policy of Presi-I- Estate
in Reckingham County. That the amount
shall be qualified to serve as a member of values, tbe Legislature having given tbe
Wild
Geese.—A
flock
of
those
migratory
The
court
thought
this
enough
to
make
, f U. H. Dltecl Tax was this day fixed, and that
action in turning them out of their pladent Johnson.
the Legislature,—which oath has never been banks three years before they go Into liquii
SPENCER
A. (JOE has been duly empowered
birds passed over our town a few nights ces of worship and forcing them, with any man insane, and told him to go on
administered to any one member of the body, dation.
—'Knights of the Waterfall is the0 by the Secretary cf tho Treasury to receive said
since, squawking and giggling at a great the assistance of Government soldiers, his way, and sin no more.
but has been totally disregarded and set
tax, and that his Office at HlllsHotol Harrison-,
P name of a festive association in Mont- burg,
will be open for tho next sixty days for its
aside, and inasmuch as they have proceeded
—The Washington correspondent of1 gomory, Ala.
rate. Their course was northward. We to the fields and woods to hold their serreception.
without authority to rcm ive all disabilit.es
the Philadelphia Ledger (usually well
Send
tour
Name.—We
will
say
to
our
vice.
They
now
ask
the
people
simply
presume
that
they
became
disgusted
with
the
JOHN HAWKHURST,
imposed upon themselves by the Constitu—The Gulf of Mexico is said to bee
informed) states that on the 4th of Marcni
GILLET F. WATSON,
tion. and have at the same time endeavored, correspondent' 'Lula," that in no case will idea of being nnropresented in Congress, and to receive them as ministers of the Gos- next the President will announce threea full of Chilian privateers.
A. LAWRENCE FOSTER,
pel.
concluded
to
go
where
representation
is
doled
communications
be
published
unless
accomO. 8. Direct Tax Commissioners for Virginia.
by their legislative action, to make treason
P. 8.—Tho Law has been so modiflad thatv but
The report was adopted and ordered to new members ot his cabinet, one, if not1
a virtue to be rewarded, and loyalty to the panied by the name of the author—not for out to wild geese as well as tame ones. Ac-Liquor is sold at 1,000 places in
8
6
Year's Tax will be collected. " "
two,
of
whom
will
be
from
across
the
United States a crime to be puuisbad, by publication, but to know who is responible, cording to popular belief, the flight of these be signed by the President and SecretaWashington, one for every ninety of the One
Harrinoubui g V*.
Feb. 14.-lm.
the
line.
removing from office every loyal citizen for what is said.
ry
of
the
Conference.—Enquirer.
population.
birds north is a sign that tbe winter is over.
whom they could reaoo, a id subatitutiog in
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HARUISONBUUG, VA.
Wednesday Morning, - - Feb 21, 1866.
JLOC^L DICf.lR TJTiEJTT.
We win thank our readera for all local occnrnaaeala their immediate localitica. It they do
«ot deaire to write a communication for the publie eye, let them tend ua a brief statement of ctarytbing of iotereatl n their rcapectire communitica. A liat of marriages, dcatha, accidonta, Ac.
We will put them in form. The more facta of thi
kind wo ean get, the better it will auit ua and our
readers.
Kags Wanted!
We will pay the highest price, is cash
for good clean linen and cotton rags. Bring
them at ones trrthis office.
Hip, Hurrah 1—Sound that fizzer-gizzer
aguin. Thad. Stevens "aint cowhar." He
is said to have the Congress of the United
States in his breeches pocket, but we boat
liim by a jug full. We have the "American
Union " (Dr. G. K. Gilmer, editor and proprietor, price $2 per annum, invariably in
advance,) in our coat-tail pocket. We have
Voad it clean through, from the big "American Union" on the outside to the two littlo
"American Unions," on the inside, (wo here
suggest to the Dr. that it is against the Conetitution to have more than one "American
"Union," That institution must not be sliced
up to suit anybody, "loyal" though they
be. We notice one other defect, and that is
in the motto. It should road "Liberty and
Union, now and forever" hereafter—"one and
'inseparable." In this way it would he understood much quicker. We notice, too, several rules upside-down; hut as these are
times in which almost every rule is turned,
twisted and shaped to suit, we can readily
look over this minor defect. Ther are several points upon which we cannot agree with
the Dr. (i. «., putting periods to the "American Union," and he has done so three times in
the first issue). This is against the Constitution Dr. But we "must use forbearance towards thi s. who e cots do not square with our
ideas of right." We hope that whatever the
Dr. does or s i. s 'shall arise from a sincere desire to promote the best interest of this' our
great heritage—our common country." We
wish the Dr. success in bis enterprise, and
would suggest to those who didn't have any
"American Union" for four years last past to
tako four copies now to make up for lost
time. Go in; for the small sum of $8 (and 10
cents which you paid Harvey for an Amnesty Oath)—yes, $8.10, you can consider yourself redeemed, reinstated, rejuvenated, reimbursed.
Where to oet a Bible.—The American
Bible Society, located in Now York City, has
put forth the declaration, that during the
late war, it never refused any application for
Bibles which came from the South,
though it sometimes found no way of forwarding the books ordered. This Society is
now showing its good will to our part of the
country by sehding its books—the Bible
without note or comment—to be sold and
distributed in almost every county. Tho depository in Harriaoubug, is at the store of It.
P. Fletcher & Bro., where may be purchased
Bibles and New Testaments, largo and small,
at cost prices. A good Bible can bo had
for fifty cents, and a Testament for ten.—
But any one who can read and has no Bible
can procure one for any price ho is able to
pay, from six dollars to "thank you."
From some of the dark signs of the times,
we infer that the light of this book is much
needed amongst us, and now there is no excuse if this "lamp does not shine in every
house."
New Church Bbll.—On Sunday morning last we were favored with the sound of
a church bell in Harrisonburg for the first
time since wo knew the place. When we
first visited the town, in 1862, with "Stoneewall," we found the churches minus bells.—
They had been taken down at the instance
of Gen. Beaurcgard who made a call for material for the manufacture of great guns for
the Confederates. We think Rev, Irwin,
(0. S. Presbyterian Church,) and congregation deserve great credit for the energy displayed in the speedy return of the bells to
their places, and (hink it would be well for
tho other churches to profit by their example.
A Curiosity.—We have on exhibition at
our office a curious looking coin, supposed to
have been at one time of the value of one cent.
Its shape is slightly ou the elongated order,
made of copper, fits the hollow of the hand
nicely, and bears the marks of having had a
big squeeze at some period of its sojourn, in
a civilized laud. We suppose it belonged to
some close-fisted speculator during the war.
We imagine we see the impress of bony fingers on its face. We can account foe its curious shape in no other manner.
The Cosmopolite.—The February number of this favorite Magazine is before us.—
It is pahliabed monthly by De Leon & Co.,
at 82 Franklin St., Baltimore, and is devoted to Literature, Art, and General Reading.
This Magazine is sot sectional in its character, and is, therefore, destined to take the
place filled by "Harper," previous to the
war. Parties wishing to take a literary
magaziuo, by sending fifty cents to the
publisher, will receive a specimen copy. It
jnay also be seen at our office. The price
yearly is $4. We will forward subscriptions
with pleasure.
Godey's Lady's Book.—We have received
Godey for March. What shall we say of it f
We scarcely know. Praise is'superfluous.
We have raked, scraped, puzzled our brain to
find something more to say in favor of it, but
in vain. It is the best publication of the
kind extant. Subcribe for it, ladies, and if
you are not pleased with it, we will take it
off your hand". Address the pulisher, L. A.
Godey, N. E. Corner sixth and Chestnut
Streets, Philadelphia.
The
agrioulturaj
journal, published at Richmond by Messrs
Elliot & Shields, should be in th, haD(l3 J
every Farmer. It is devoted exclusively to
their interests, and of course cannot fail to
pleaae them. Price $3 per annum.

Stroko Testimohy th kavor op Stonebraker's Bitters I—Stonebraker's Preparations—such as his All-Healing Balsam,
Liniment, for, the cure of both man and
Beast, Cough Syrup, Horse and Cattle Powders, Rat Exterminator, Hair Reetorative, &c,
&c., have gained a wide and lasting fame;
and now it seems that Stonebraker's Bitters
is destined to enjoy as much popularity as
either of the Preparations named. Tho proprietor is in daily, receipt of certificates setting forth tho virtues of these Bitters, and
can show most conclusively that they are a
great medicino. Particular attention is invited to the following certificate setting
forth a remarkable cure, the authenticity of
which will not be doubted. Read it, together with its additional endorsement:
McGaheysville. Roceinohau Co., Va.,
Dr. Stonebraker, Dear Sir;—This is
to certify that Mrs. CyntMa Lee, has been
afflicted with Hysterical afflictitn for fifteen
years, the disease was so violent that every
month it was attended with Spasms, and
sometimes two or three times a month. Every muscle seemed to be contracted lock-jaw.
hands clinched, and her suifcrings seemed to
bo excruciating and intense. I was frequently called on to attend her while thus afflicted.
I have been told by the family that other
Physicians here attended her, without any
good effect. After nil the means employed
by physicians failed "Stouebraker s Bitters,"
were reoomraeudod, she has used not quite
two bottles, and has bail no symptom of the
disease since the commcuceraent of using the
Bitters which is seven months : and at this
time seems to enjoy good health. Given under my hand this 8th day of Dec. 18G5.
JAMES A. HARDING, M. D.
We tho undersigned being personally acquainted with Mrs. Lee, certify that the
above is a true statement of the case. Given
under our bauds this 8th day of Doc. 1865.
Jas. M. Larkins,
Mrs. E. Larkins,
Joshua M. Hablow,
James H. Lee,
Miss E. Dennett.
I could get one hundred names to endorse
this certificate.
J. W. LARKINS,
Jan. 6, ■'.866.
The Mode.—Ladies in Paris now arrange
their hair in short crisp curls, forming a coronet ■ and at the back of the head it is plaited
into a titick tress and looped up with a silver
or gold com!;, so as to forma sort of helmc:!
Sometimes the tross is replaced by a mass of
thick smooth curie [lipucles marteaux) which
begin on the the top of tie head and are arranged in straight lines to tho nock, looking
as if the lady owner had stolen a bit of the
wig of le grande monarque and fastened it
with sundry gold clasps of curious devices
over her own locks.
A Masonic Lodge, called Lee Lodge, has
been organizctl, under a dispensation, at
Waynesboro', Augusta county, and wo understand is working finely.
B^-We call attention to the Advertisement
of Oscar G. Moses & Co, beadeci "LIFE—
HEALTH—STRENGTH."
BST'See advertisement of Sib James
Clarke's, celebrated FEMALE PILLSFinancial and Commercial.
THE MARKET REPORTS.
harrisonburg markets.
CORRECTED WEKKLT.
HARRisoNDURd, February 21,186«.
7 60 BUTTER
3
FLC UB—Supor....
jfixtra... 8 DO {EGGS
S
14
Family..... 10 60 BEEF
OCiM
WHEAT
1 76 LARD
1
RYE
80 WOOL—Washed
4
CORN
Unwashed
36
OATS
40 SEED—Clover.
PORK
3 00
44 almothy
BACON—Hams
14
Flax
2.00
" Sides
loiVINEOaR
26
BICHMOaND MARKETS.
00RRE0TRD WBKKLT.
RiCHMOifD, February 19,1866.
FLOUR-Super.... $10 60;OATS
60
" Extra
11 00; BACON—Hams
26
44
Family.... 13 O)! 44 Sides
20
WHEAT
2 00 LARD
23
RYE
1 00| BUTTER
40
CORN
901 APPLES, per bbl
6 00
LYNCHBDRG MARKETS.
CORBSOTED WEKKLT.
Ltnchbubo, Feb. 19,1866.
FLOUR,
Super $11 OOiBUTTER,
25
44
Extra,
13
OOlLARD,
20
44
Family,.... 16 00 BEEF
6(al8
WHEAT
2 26 PORK
13(al4
CORN
86!FLAX SEED
2 40
BACON,
Hams,
18 SOAP
8®10
44
Sides..,. 17(TALLOW
llgu
SOUTHERN BANK NOTES.
VIRGINIA.
Bank of Berkeley
80 Cor. of Alexandria
45
Commerce,Fred'ksb'g... 80 Cor. of Georgetown
20
Charleston.
16 Danville Rank,
30
Howardsville, (old) 26'Ex. Bk. 1of Va.. Norfolk, 80
Howardsville, (nr.w).... 6 Farmers Bk. Fincastle.. ;0
Old Dominion
35;Farmers'Bk. Richmond 4o
Phillippi (couutersg'd).. 20;Mer. Bk. Lynchb'g (old) 35
Rockbridge
36'Mer.Bk.Lynchb'g (new) 20
Rockingham
36|Monticcllo Bank, (old).. 25
Richmond
20 Monticello Bank, (now). 6
SVS W Bk Va, Wytheville 30
Scottsville, (old).
SYS
Scottsville, (new)
6 Traders' Bk. Richmond. SO
Bank of the Valley SOjPittsylvania
6
Bank of Virginia
30'City of Petersburg
18
Bank of Winchester.... 45 Mer k& Mec, Wheeling.••
Wheeling... 90
Central Bank ot Va. (o.) 80 N W Bk, Jeffersonvllle.. 95
Central Bank of Va. (a.) SlN W Bk, Wheeling 95
NORTH CAROLINA.
Bankof Capo Fear...... 25 Wadesborough......... 10
Charlotte
21 Washington
10
Clarendon
10 Wilmington
10
Commerce
16 Commercial lik, Wil'n.. 10
Fayetteville
10 Yanceyville
10
Lexington
20 Farmers'lik N. C,
25
Branch at Graham
32 Greensboro Mu In Co..;. 6
North Carolina
25 Mer Bk, Newbern
26
Roxboro'
> 29 Miners'6: Planters'Bk.. 32
Thomasviilc
26
SOUTH CAROLINA.
Bank of Camden
26(Ex. Bank, Columbia.... 10
Charleston
12{Farmers' it Exchange.. 6
Chester
151 Merchants', Cheraw 12
Georgetown...
12 People's Bank
80
Hamburg
15: Planters'Bank
16
Newberry.......
20iPlanterB* & Mec. Bk.... 1j
South Carolina
16;Southw'n Railroad Bk.. 25
State of South Caroliua. 10,State Bank..
10
Com. Bank, Columbia... I0|Union Bank
GO
GEORGIA.
Augusta In k Bnk'g Co 10jCentral R. R. Bank'g Co 75
Bank of Augusta
20|City Bankot Augusta... 16
Athens
20 Farmers'and Mechanics' 10
Columbus....,
16 Ga R. K. k Banking Co 75
Commerce....,
10 Marine Bank
60
Fulton...........
20 Mechanics'Bank
8
Empire State
10 Mer. is Planters' Bank.. 10
Middle Georgia
70 Planters' Bank
10
Savannah
40 Timber Cutters'Bank... 8
State of Georgia
20 Union Bank
6
ALABAMA.
Bank of Mobile
60 Central Bank...
25
Montgomery
60 Eastern Bank
40
80 Northern Bank
40
Commercial Bank
25. Southern Bank
50
TENNESSEE.
Bank of Chattanooga... 15 Bucks' Bank
85
Bank of Comi^erce
18 Northern Bank
85
Bank of Knoxville
ISjOooee Bank
20
Bank of Part
18 j Planters' Bank
40
Bank of Memphis
25 Suuthern Bank
19
Middle Tennessee
4n Shelhyville Bank
10
Bank of Tennessee
20 Traders'Bank
40
West Texmcseec..
20 Union Bank
6q
LOUISIANA.
Bank of America
par Louisiana State Bank.. 50
Bank of Louisiana
28 Mcch. Traders Bank.. 90
Bauk of New Orloans..* 46 Merchants' Bunk
60
Canal Bank
06 Southern Bank
par
^1x6^' Bank
80 Union Bank
50
Crescent City,..#.. 60

TO FARMERS, MILL-OWNERS AND
OTHERS 1
1860.

1866.

"yyiLLIAM L'OEB'S COLUMN.
JEWELRY I
JEWELRY I
JEWELRY!

THE HARRISONBURG

TOR THE MILLION!
FOR THE MILLION I
FOR THE MILLION!

IRON FOUNDRY
IS NOW IN
FULL AND SUCCESSFUL GPEEATI0N
P, BRADLEY & CO.,
ARK prepared to furnish, at short notice, and
on rrnaonsble terms, as to price and time,
CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION, usu
ally made at Iron Fuandi ies, of thair own manafaoture,
PLOW SI PLOW 811
We have constantly on hand the troll and favorably knotrn "H'hadi.ht Plows" of several
different sizes, for two and three horses, which
we will sell for
Cash, Country Produce, or on Time to
responsible customers,
st as reasonable prices as they can bo pnrebased
in this Htttto or elsewhere.
MILL-GEARINGI
Weespecisllv invite the attention of Mill owners to our stock of Faltcrns for Mill Oearing,
which we will furnish
AS PROMPTLY AND ON AS GOOD TERMS
as any other Foundry in the Valley.
Iron. O £1 s 11 xi e s
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION 1
ITavIng a general Assortment of Patterns, we are
prepared to do JOBBING WORK of all kinds,
promptly, and on the "live and let live" principle.
P. BRADLEY A CO.
Jan. 24, 18C6.-ly
A GENTS WANTED IN EVERY TOWN
A.
TO 88 LL THE KOLLOWINO
VALUABLE SOUTHERN HISTORIES.

JONES'
UL
rw*

JEWELRY !
JEWELRY!
JEWELRY!

rffillk

AGRICULTURAL,
j. i>. price a co.,
w a-xro-OSO-u-se.
...
'
Keat Estate Agents,

rsiir i'mjiP5lrrn-i

NOS. I A 5 LAW BUILDING,
1

Harrisonburg', EOcMngliam County, Va.

BILLIARD SALOON
THE OLDEST ESTABLISH1!^ rAOENOT 1*
THE STATE OF Vli. QIMA.

AND RESTAURANT.
Come ye that that thonglit that the New
York .Teweier'a Aasociatiun would not diatribute their prize, aa their tickets called
for. 1 have in my store
XVM. WaESCHB,
Proprieror

Every Implement or JtlacMne
WANTED
BY THE FARMER OR MACHINIST,
CAN BE HAD
•AT ovn HOVSE t

GENTLEMEN wishing to "drive dull care
away" by engaging In the "noble game of
Billiards," will find two fine tables, with ail
necessary appurtenances at the Saloon opposite
the American Hotel (npetaira.)
READY
O Y S T E RS1
Parties wishing to iadnlge In these delicious
bivalves will fina them atalltimeBln season, sing- Every exertion is being made to furnish to ear
epicurean mulodlcs o'er departing tpirtis at
TO BE DISTEIBUTED AS BOON AS ing
Farmers tbe most improved
mv saloon.
Tbe choieheat Liquors to be had at the Bar,
LABOR-SAVING
FARM IMPLEMENTS,
Jan. 24.
OVEE FOETV-FIYE PEIZES,

CALLED FOE.

JOHN W.WILSON &.CO.,

Tbe Most Reasonable Terms!

HAVE JUST RECEIVED

FA E M EB S ,
LOOK TO TOUR INTERESTS!
MY CALLING UPON LSI

-1 SELECT AND CHEAP
DISTEIBUTION
18

ASSORTMENT OP

We will sell yon

MADE, IN THE FOLLOWING
MANNEB.

Consisting in port of

WHAT YOU DEAW.

WHICH WK WILL SELL
S/-. ■ I 5*R>4 *• v"A— 4i\a.".wj-' v» !
AS CHEAP

YOU THEN

AS THEY CAN BE

SOUTHERN HISTORY OF THE
SUGAR,
WAR.
By E, A. Pollard, ciditor Richmond Examiner.
COFFEE,
FOE 25 CENTS
2 Vols-jSvo., aboutTOOpages each. $3.50pcrVol.
WITH 20 SPLENDID STEEL PORTRAITS,
MOLASSES
This is the only complete and authentic history
SODA,
of the Southern side published, extending as it
does, from the beginning of tho War to the final YOU AEE ENTITLED TO A SEALED
SPICES,
surrender of the Confederate armies.
Mr. Pollard's prominent position in the Confederacy has enabled him to prepare a work un'EXTRACTS,
equalled in accuracy and interest, and which is
CEETIFICATE,
everywhere acknowledged to be the
DYE-STUFFS,
STANDARD SOUTHERN HISTORY.
&C., &C.
It should find a place in every library.
WHICH AT ONCE WILL TELL TOU
SOUTHERN "GENERALS:
THEIR El YES AND CAMPAIGNS,
By CiPT. W. Parker Snow.
WITH 17 SPLENDID STEEE PORTRAITS,
1 Vol., 8to., 500 Pages, $4.00
Containing Biographies of tho distinguished
Southern Generals, with full and graphic accounts of the various campaigns in which they
were engaged. It is a most important and interesting volume, and has been prepared with
the utmost care and tboroughness.
Ill
LIFE, SERVICES AND CAMPAIGNS OP
STONEWALL JACKSON:
BT A VIROIHIAH.
'
1 Vol. 12mo; 325 pages; $1.50
JACKSON, and his SucoeBsor EWELL, on Steel*
This i? the only aulhentie history of this distinguished Loader which has been written. It bas
een prepared from Official Reports, contemporary narrative.,, and personal acquaintance, and
is Oomp'.eto and lull.
IV
THE RAIDS ANI) ROMANCES OP
MORGAN AND HIS MEN:
By Mrs. Sally Rochester Ford,
WITH STEEE PliOTEAIT OF «EN. MORGAN,
1 Vol., 12ino., 425 pages. $1.75. A complete
history of this daring officer, more thrilling
aod interesting than fiction,
V.
WOMAN OF THE SOUTH,
DISTINGC;SHJ5D in literature
1 Vol., 8vo., fill pages. $3.50
Illustrated with Splendi;' Portraits,
on Steel,
from Lite. Qt
Mme. Octavia Walton Ltf Lerert,
Miss Maria J. Mclntosh,
Mrs. Rosa Vcrtntr Johnson,
Mrs. Anna Cora Ritchie,
Miss Augusta J. Evans,
Mrs. Virginia French,
Marion Harland,
And containing full biographical «Mtchcs and
specimen extracts from tno most celebrated writings in prose and verso, of 35 Distinguisijed literary "WOMEN of the SOUTH."
All the above works are having an immcDse
sale, and agents are doing splendidly everywhere
Manv are making from $10 to $15 a day.
We want an agent in every town in the
Southern States. Returned Soldiers, Ladies,
Teachers and others, will find this most profitable
emplovment.
Lxelusive territerr given, and liberal inducements offered to canvassers.
For foil particulars, address
C. B. RICHARDSON,
Publisher,
Jan. 31 it
540 BROADWAY, N. Y.
WINTER STRAINED SPERM OIL—For
Machinery, For Sale at
Not 29
i
OTT'S Drug Store.
tlOAL OIL KEPT CONSTANTLY ON HAND
J at
L. H. OTT8
Nev 8.
Drug and Chemical Store.
qIDE LAMPS AND SUSPENSION LAMPSSuitable for churches. For sale at
Mov 29
OTT'S Drug Store.

J. D. PRICB A CO.'S COLUICN.

BOUGHT

PAY ME $1,15 AND I WILL GUAE-

IN
ANTEE
THAT YOU GET WHAT YOUE
CEETIFICATE CALLS FOE.

EECOLLECT NO BLANKS.

HE EE IS YOUE CHANCE TO BUY
PEEHAPS
A GOLD WATCH, VALUED AT $95
FOE $1,40

TOWN!
—ALSO,—

rFMUOTTItl
BY THE BARREL AND POUND.
BUCKWHEAT,
CORN-MEAL,
POTATOES,
BUTTER,
EGGS,
APPLE-DUTTER,
HONEY,
CHICKENS
&C.
Constantly on band and for sale.
J. W. WILSON Ic CO.,
No. 1 Law Buildiag, next to Hill's Hotel.

OE SEWING MACHINE.
OE PIAsO, OE A SPLENDID SET OF

W^]>rTEI> !

EABINGS AND

Butter, Eggs, Chickens, Turkevs, Lard, Apples, Honey, Apple-Butter, and all kinds of

BBEAST PIN, ALL FOE $1,40.

In n few weeks, I,shall publish certificates
of those that wish to haVe their names used
aud what Poizes they lave drawn.
THIETEEN MOEE
AGENTS WANTED FOE TO SELL
THOSE CEETIFICATE3.
FOE FUETHEE INFOEMATION AD-

OFESSIOJITjiL. CnlHDS.
DBESS
JAMES H. HARRIS,
sunanojr d sutti st
OHADUATK OP TDM BALTIMORE 00LLEG1 Of DENTAL 1 WILLIAM LOEB, HAEEISONBUEG,
SUEaBRY,
RESPECTFULLY informs his old patrons and
the public generally, that he has resumed
EOCKINOHAM CO. VA.,
his practice, and is permanently located in Harrisonburg, Va.
He is prepared to perform all operations upon
the mouth and natural teeth, and to insert artificial teeth from one up to a full set, on the Silver,
Gold or Vulcanite Plate.
All operations warranted to compete with any ! I am still prepared to sell Goods as cheap
performed in the cities or elsewhere.
as the cheapest, and those in want of
TERMS INVARIABLY CASH.
any Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Hats or fancy
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Hill's Goods,
will please coll at Loeb's Great
Hotel, Main Street, Harrisonburg, Va.
Bargain Houao.
Oct. II, 1865.-ly
DISSOLUTION.—The Co-partnership existing between Drs. Gordon and Moflctt, as SOOO AXE-HANDLES WANTED IMMEbeen dissolved by mutual consent.
Dec 11 1866.
J. N. GORDON.
DIATELY
S. U. MOFFETT.
Medical notice.
DRS. GORDON A WILLIAMS AT THE GEE AT BAEGAIA HOUSE.
Have again associated themselves, in the practice
of Medicine.
Okpice in the building, formerly occupied by
HIGHEST PEICES PAID
Joseph Shue, as a Book Store. [Dec 13 1865.
DR. T. Z. OFFUTT,
(3 YEARS A SDROEON 0. 8. A.,) FOE ALL SOUTHEEN MONEY IN
Having located in Harrisonburg, Va. for the practice of the various branches or his profession, rospeetfully offers his services to the public.
GOODS.
Office—Opposite Hill's Hotel, Main Street,
Residence—Female Seminary.

DR. W: W. S. BUTLERPRYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
OttirshlBprofefliional services to tho citiaens of
Hnriiouoa»g uuu' vicinity. Oiiice in reai 01 H.
Heller A Sons' Store, lluuidoace one door South
of Scanlon's Hotel.
(Nov. 23 tf
BUVAN, woodson & COMPTON,
ff'm. X,oeb's Vrict Current,
attorneys at law,
HABRisosntrBG. Va.
Ali.an O. Bkyak, John C. Woodson and Wu.
$8 50
B. CoiiVToN have associated themselves in the Flour, Extra,
"
Super.
prnctiro of Law in the County of Ki>ckin(,liain ;
8 75
and wilt also attend the Courts of Shenandoah,
"
Family,
10 50
Page, Highland and Petdlaton.
CONFEDERATE CURRENCY.
isilfJou.N C. Woiinaos will continue to prac- Butter,
40
The following la . table showing tho rnlue of one dol- tice in the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia. Eggs,
30
Nov. 22,1665-tf
lar la Gold u comparea with Coufederato Treasury
Notes during ewb taoucb of the war, front Uny, 1101 to
Flaxsgei1,
3 00
April 1st, 1861:
GW.
BERLIN,
Beeswax,
45
1861. 1802. 1563.
1864.
1865.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
25;$3 00;$20
January,.. — $1 25
60; $45 O0(u rt0
HAnnisosauao,
Va.,
February,.. —- I1 25
25! 4 00I 22
Will practice in this and the adjoining counMarch,....
1 30 5 00 23 0O@34 50 ) 70 00@60 ties.
I will at all tirrles pay the highOffice iu Bank Bow, North of the CourtApril,...*. — 1 40 5 60 22 p0(rt)23 001 00 00S;70 House.
[Jan. 31,1866—ly
est market rates tor all kinds of
60 18 00@2I 00)
—
May,
$i 10 1 60 76 00
17 00Sl9 00
June
1 10 1 60
July,
1 10 1 50 9 00 20 00@23 00
J. N. LIQQKTT.
CUAS. A. YAM GET
GOUNTBY PKODUGK !
August,... 1 10 1 80 12 00 22 60025 00
Liggett a yanobf.
Seii'embcr, 1 10 2 60 12 00 23 40027 Sol
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
October..'.! X 16 2 50 11 00 20 00027 00
Harrisonburg, Tn. Oiiice imaaediatelv opposite
November. 1 16 8 00 15 50 27 50083 50;
the Aiaerioaa UotcL
[Nov. 30-tf
•.ember,. 1 20 3 00 18 00[ 34 0D(g39 5o
WM. LOEB.

COUNTRY PRODUCE,
For which the CASH will be paid.
J. W. WILSON A CO.,
No 4 Law Building, next to Hill's Hotel.
Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 31.- 6m
Forward I the Order of the day.
ES. ST.
DETERMINED
TO KEEP STEP IN THEMAUCII OF
IMPROVEMENT.
NEW GOODS! NEW GOODS II
JUdT RECEIVED!
XT THE
POST
office,
HARRISONBURG, VA.
Calicoes, Cottons, Flannels, Muslins,
Tweeds. Cassimeres, Factory Goods,
Table Cloths, Table Covers,
Linen Handkerchiefs, Hoop Skirts,
jrAtS OF ALL KINDS, BOOTS AND
SHOES OF ALL SIZES,
Axes, Hatchets, Augers, Files, Rasps,
Braces, Locks, Screws, Hinges,
Nails—4,6, 8, 10 and 12 penny,
Sugar, Molasses of all kinds,
Coffee, Tea, Salt, Soap. Cauctles,
Lamps, Chhuuejs, C6al Oil,
Powder, Shot, Ac.,
QUEENSWABE OF ALL KINDS,
Stationery,
School Booka,
Paper,
Envelopes,
Fens and Holders,
Paper Collars,
Ginger,
Allspice,
Cinnamon,
Alum;
Camphor,
Borax, ....
Fain Kilter,
Castor Oil;
Turpentine,
Cod Liver Oil,
GARDEN SEEDS,
Ac:, Ao, Ac.,
AH of which will be sold
CHEAP FOR CASH,
OF—
Exchanged for Country Produce
ON AS GOOD TERMS AS AT ANY STORE
IN HARRISONBURG.
/aPCome and soo for yourselves."®^
Jan. 31, 1860.
E. J. SULLIVAN.
PUT MONEY IN THY 1'URSEl
ROAD TO WEALTH!
6,000 ACTIVE AND RELIABLE AGENTS,
Male or Fumale, and of all ages, are wanted to
canvass every City, Town, Village, Hamlet,
Workshop and Factory throughout the entire
world, for tho ealo of bur
WATCHES, JEWELRY, SILVERWARE
MUSICAL BOXES,ALBUMS AND
OTHER ARTICLES.
Energetic persons of good habits and fair
business tact, can clear over $25 per week in the
country, and much larger amount In thickly settled localities!
NO CAPITAL REQUIRED!
Samples of our Articles, tp thv amount of
will be tfcnt by mail for inspection, and- if not
perfectly satisfactory no charge:
. Send yotn- address, if you are of an industrious
turn of mind and in quest of immediate wealttit
Direct to PARKINSON A CO., Importers,
Feb. 7.-3m
208 Broadway, New York.
Hand bills of every description
Printed at "tiOMMOXWEALTU/* OSce '.

:

BRANCH OFFICE AT CHABLOPTHSVILLE, VA.

Shenandoah Valley Landt for Sale.
Piedmoht Lands for Sale.

SEND FOR A CIRCULAR.

We have bow over
^1,000,000
worth of
Isjijrns JtJTD mOPERTIES
For sale, located in the countiei of
ROCKINGHAM, SHENANDOAH. ALBEMARLE AUGUSTA, PAGE, PRNDLKTON, RANDOtPH.
HARDY, WARREN, itC.

THIilU SIIKXiS !
Having decided advantages from the fact of an
extensive personal acq'imntance with parties deWHICH WE CLAIM
sirous of locating in the State of Virginia, and
particularly
in the ShenandoAh Valley, wo claim
TO BE UNEQUALEDthat those wishing early cash purchasers, will do
well by placing their Property in our honda fer
aale..
We will have five or six different kinds of
The following is a description of a few of the
numerous propcrtioB we now offer for aale. A
REAPERS AND MOWERS, complete list, with all necessary informalidn,
furnished by addressing us.
OP THE VERY BEST I
No. 1—238 Acres, miles from Harrisonburg
100 Acres in Timber. Limestone soil; house
wcatherboarded,
barn and all necessary out—A L S O —
bnildings. Price $25 per aero. This is a'cteap
.
#
Grain-Drills and Seed-Sowers I property.
No. 2—500 Acres of Land in Pendleton county,
West Va. 200 Acres clear, and rest in good timber. Buildings new, farm well watered, river
bottom. Price $12. Cattle standing in gross up
THE CELEBRATED
to their knees. .
3—Hotel Property in Mt. Sidnev, AugusWHEEL CORN PLOW, ta No.
county. Large brick house, admirably arranged
for the business, with
Acres of'Land
Which will thoroughly cultivate ten acres
attached. Price $1890. This is one of the best
of com per day.
Hotel stands along the Valley Pike.
No. 4—Sold.
■ ; i .
PLOUGHS,
No. 5—2883 Acres of Mountain Land of North
Mountain,
finely
timbered
and
well
watered.—
HARROWS,
Price $2000.
SHOVEL PLOUGHS,
No. 6—Sold.
i
CORN SHELLERS,
No. 7—374 Acres .of Timber Land, adjolnrng
FEED COTTERS,
the Union Springs Property in Rockingham Co.
FAN-MILLS, Splendid Timber.
No. 8—37 Acres of first-rate Land in RockingAND EVERY ARTICLE NEEDED BY THE ham
county, with every convenience. BuildFARMER,
ings very superior, first-class water power.
A
splendid site fer a tanner^* Price fiOOO1.
Will bo constantly kept and
fid. 9—;23 Acres in Lots near Harrisonburg,
divided to suit purchasers. Price 166 per acre.
This land is within two minutes walk of the M.
jgr SOLD ON GOOD TERMS I -©8
G. Railroad Depot.
Give us a call and examine our stock.
No. 10—A valuable Mill Property in Rockinginghum county, in No. 1 order. SaW-mill, Shingle
.Machine, and Lathing MaohiAe;. .Buddings
J. R. JONES Sc CO.
all new, o Acres of prime Land attached, under
splendid cultivation, well act in choice fruit, a
perfect paradise. Price 17000. The water power is estimated at 100 mule power.
No. II—108 Acres of Laud, known as the
1 A A WROUGHT AND CAST PLOWS,
lUU Just received at
JONES'
North River Laud, located in Rockingham, counAgricultural Warehouse.
ter, Prime Land, .good orchard, improvements
medium. Price
per acre. This is cheap as
dirt. .
,
No. 12—200 acres in Rockingham Co., divided
SQUARE, DRAG AND OEDDES HARROWS to suit purchasers, Buildings destroyed by Mr.
Sheridan (so-called,) fencing good, well watered,
Just received at.
JONES'
and in a good neighborhood. Price $35, per
Agricultural Warehouse.
acre.
No. 13—Splendid Brick House ip tho delectable town of Bridge water, and !}£ acres of Land
attached.
Price 1700.
3 DOZEN WHEELBARROWS,
No. 14—200 acres in Rockingham Co., under
Just received at
JONES'
good
cultivation,
buildings good, well watered,
Agricultural Warehou.e.
soil limestone. Valley Pike runs through tho
fanp. Price $65, per aore.
Ng. 15—18^ acres in Rockingham Co., 15 acres
clear, good two story Log House, and well of
FBF.SII AND SELECT GARDEN SF.EDS,
water at the door, running .water, lencing good,
timber excellent. Price $9, per acre.
Of all kinds, at
JONES'
No. 16—Bellefonto Woolen Factory, Tannery,
Agricultural Warehouse,
Saw-mill and farm of 150 acres of land, one of the
finest water powers in Roekingham.
No. 17—A farm of 105 acres of land-within oi^o
mile of the coyppration of Harrisonburg. Im
Spades, shovels, forks, &e., at
provemcnts
medium.
JONES*
No. 18—A very valuable Tannery, Flouring
Jan 24. if
Agricultural Warehouse.
Mill, and 250 Acres of Laud, more or less. This
is one of the best properties in the Valley of Virginia.
Price 15,000.
JONES & BERLIN'S
No. 19—A Firm of 60 Acres, two miles south
of Harrisonburg. Good laud, fair improvements.
VIRGINIA
80 per acre.
REALE ESTATE JtJTD GEJVE- Price
No. 20—2000 Acres of splendid Timbered Land
on
North
Mountain. Price $1 per acre.
KUE jlGEJCCFl
No. 21—A House and Lot on Northwest end of
Street, Harrisonburg. Price 2500.
THE undersigned have established inHarrisoa- German
No. 23—A large Brick House and 2 Acres of
burg an Agency for the Purchase, Sale or Ground
in
Bridgewater. Price 3200.
Renting of all descriptions of Real Estate, and for
Also, 6 Acres of Lots. Price 325 per acre.
THE COLLECTION OF CLAIMS AGAINST
Also, a tine Grazing Farm of 600 . Acres, in
Hardy conntj, West Va., near Petersburg, on
INDIVIDUALS OR THE
what is known as the "Meadows.", Very best
GOVERNMENT.
quality of South Branch Grazing Lands. Price
Superior facilities are offered by this Agency for 13,000. .
No 23—A Farm of 70 Acres. -Building good;
bnnging propety to the notice of monicd .purchasers in and outside tho State. Oonoral ac- other improvements medium. Price 3.000.
No. 24—A Farm of 84 Acres of good Limestone
quaintance through the State will enable ua to
buy and sell lands and other property verv ad- Land. Improvements good. A cheap farm.—
Price
4200.
vantageously. Sellers are Invilsd to furnish us
No. 25—7425 Acres of first .class Grazing Land
with descriptions, terms, &c, and those desiring
in Pendleton and Randolph counties. Well set
in grass, aad watered by the Ganges creek. Cattle grazed on these lanas command figures in tho
Eastern market equally as high as tho Tennessee
THE CAREFUL EXAMINATION OF
stock.
Shepherd houses in good condition.
TITLES.
No. 26—107 Acres of good land, lying on tho
Sub-divisions of land, surveying and plotting
the same, estimates, drainage'and the Eugiueer line of Augusta qnd Bath Counties, id miles from
R. K. station, two good houses, Barn, Blackbusiness attended to.
SOUTHERN AND WESTERN LANDS smith Shop and all necessary out buildings.
Price $12,00 per aore.
BOUGHT AND SOLI).
No. 27—A farm near Cross Keys, 8 miles from
Refer to L. W. Gambill, ClerK of County Court
of Rockingham, A. St. C. Sprinkel, Clerk of Harrisonburg, containing 117 Acres of good Land
(brcuit Court of Rockingham, J. H. Warlman, with fair improvemehts. 30 Acres in very superior Timber, balance under good cultivation.
Editor of Rockingham Register.
Office north side of the square, one door west Building good and conveuient, good Orchard of
select fruit, running water through the farm.
of Shackletb's. Address,
This land is situated near good Mills, Schools,
JONES A BERLIN.
Churches, and many other neighborhood conrcOct 18-tf.
Harrisonburg, Va.
niencos, and is a good and cheap farm. Price
PROSPECTUS
" ~
I
$40 per Acres.
OF THE COSMOPOLITE
No. 32—A Farm within 4 miles of HarrisonOn the first of January wo will commence the burg, on the Valley Turnpike, containing 328
Acres
of prime Land, limestone soil and loam.
publication monthly in the City of Baltimore of a
About 35 Acres of natural-watered meadow on
LITERARY MAGAZINE.
this farm, capable of producing 3 tons of grass
There is no publication of this character now per acre. Till land very productive, clear of
issued South of New York Cit^, and the closing rocks, and in very fine dultivation. Has a good
of the war has left a large portion of the people comfortable farm House, good Burn, and all neof this country with no literary representative. cessary out-houscs, in good order and very conTHE COSMOPOLITE will bo devoted to yenient. 100 Acres of good timber. The farm
LITERATURE, ART REVIEWS. SCIENTIFIC is ivell watered by a never failing stream of waPAPERS and GENERAL READING, and we ter which runs through It. A good Orchard of
shall number among its contributors some of the the finest seleotion.df fruit. This is, for location
first literary men of the South, with others from quillity of land and productions of soil, one of
the North and from London and Paris.
the cheapest and most desirable properties in
All matter not original will be carefully se- market. Few such farms, possessing all the adlected from the newewt and best of tbe ENGLISH, vantages which this farm combines, are offered.
FRENCH and GERMAN publications, and its Price $65 per acre. Payments easy.
Editors will spare no effort, or expense, to make
it rank with tho very first magazines of tho Town property
country.
IN THE TOWN OF HARRISONBURG,
As its name importa, we have cstahlished the Corner of West Market and West Streets. Tbia
COSMOPOLITE upon no sectional basis. We is a
hope to make it the ORGAN OF GENERAL
LARGE AND BEAUTIFUL RESIDENCE,
LITERATURE alone, and will bo uninfluenced containing 6 rooms, with every convenience
by any party or clique whateyer.
Smoke-house, Corn house, and ail no.
It will be mailed to subscribers in any part of Stabling,
cessary out-buildings. This property is finely
the country upon receipt Of the following
shaded with Maples, with a fine assortment of
Shrubbery on the grounds. Price 2 600;
SUBSCKlPtlONS;
Single copies for one year.
$ 4 00
lOWN PROPERTY
Fi»o
18 00
Ten.
_
33 00
IN KEEZLETOW*.
^e^-THE COSMOPOLITE will bo generally
This ia a very desirable little home, conaiitiop
distributed among the Utrchanl, aud Planter,
of the South, anowe will add, for their informa- ofa two-story HOUSE, with all necs^ary oatbuiidings. Fine Fruit upon the Uronerty. and
tion, & few adrertiseMents at moderate rates.
Liberal deduction will bo made to booksellen very pleasant loeatien. Price JioS.
and news dealers.
I E ro< u
Newspapers publish! g this prospectus add V£.V^\£.
?. ^ FACTORY
MACUIN
V ERY FOP,;, ?
SALS—A.
Jaxxs A Sons
Manuseoding a marked copy to theuudersigoed w ill facture,—We
have for sale all the Machinery nereceiye a copy of the Magazine,
cessary for -Jas running a first class Country
Address
Caclory. For description of property, terms
Dec 13.
Ds LEON A CO,
Ac., enquire at
J. D. PRICE A CO'S
P. O. Box 268, Baltimore, KJ,
Jan. 24,
Real Estate Agency.
JUST RECEIVED—A lot of fine WOOLEN WANTED—
UNDERSHIRTS and DRAWERS.
, ■ than six rooms and
A GOOD
HOUSE,
N"v h.
h. heller a son.
With not leas
kitchen,
situaSCHOOL BOOKS—We keep constantly on ted on Main street of this town, that oan beirenthand a full supply of SCHOOL BOOKS.
ed at a good rent for one vear from April H.—
Enquire of
J. D. PRICE A CO.
Nov 8.
H. HELLER A SON.
January 3, 1866.
ANOTHER lot of that 75 ccut molasses, just
W~ ANTED- i
"
received at
Oct. 18
H. HELLER A S6N3.
lOyOOO GOOD SAW LOGS.
Pin«# Oak, or Poplar, delivered atHarrisonbui
Business "cards neatly printed for which
th« cash will be paid.
AT "COMMONWEALTH'' OFKICK.
»
J. D. PlilCE X CO,

fOfJ/'H 1
Nlqeo SuFFnAOE.—Tlio "local" of tho PRINTING.
Ligan Qnzolte occaaionally gets off some
govil t^iucs. The lollowing U ana of his
lateit pronaclints;
' Chalk and ivory ! heels and shin 1
»i Sambo's glory now begins:
I
Go Way while man I You don't know
How to vote right ; dat is so.
Yaw, yaw, yaw 1 Yaw( yaw, yaw 1
l)c happiest day I ever saw 1
"What's do tickets? Fetch 'cm streghtl
1 votes early, I votes late;
I voles early, 1 votes right;
I s no ignoramas white.
Man and brudder, equal bom;
Do maker's imago (in a horn 1)
Do glory ob do risin* day:
Do cnllud cuss from A fries I
Oh, kinkey, ninkoy, oh 1
If dis aa't glory, tell mo so 1"

MARQUIS

KELLET'

FARMERS AND DTRTtTffiERS HEAD I
SAVE YOUR H093 FROM CUOI.KRA BY
THE USE OP
a Lr
STONEBRAKER'S

<41
m
3Ma,r'fc>lo
ox*3x.s» 1
AT HARRISONBURO,
STADNTON AND CUARl.OTTESVILLE.
OUR ("hep nt Ifurrieoxibnru U row opon, »nd
jmrtioj needing anything in cur lino can bu
'"khon lipposito American Ilotcl, Main Street,
Harri.ninburg. Va.
[Oct. 18, lSC5-tf
^RlifTEST WONDER OP TUE ACIEI

QREAT EXCITEMENT
MErMLAJV Ac Oo's
IN HARRISON BVKG!
C0
Caused by the arrimi of $20,000 worth of
^Sw
0003DS,
AT THE MAMMOTH STORE.
[V Style—Dr on. •

ISAAC PAUL Si SOWS,
Corneb or Geewas and West Market Strbetfj
Harrisonburg, Pa.,
OFFER for sale, on accommodating terms, and
ask an examination of their gtnek of
• IVew Ctroodw.
60 piocoe best Prints,
60 pieces best Delaines, Armonrs and Silks.
1000 jds* best Brown Cottons,
10 pieces Bleached Cotton,
100 Bunches Cotton Yarn,
Cldths, Cassimcrcs, Ac.
hardware.
In great variety.
Q EE EATS WAR E,
Ofa'l kind*.
BOOTS AJTD SHOES,
500 pairs, assorted, for men women, and childraa
REAOP-MAOE CLOTHUTd.
A very large assortment of the very beti, for m«a
and boy *. A superior lot of
CAKITES' CEOAK8,
Hoop Skirts, Combs, Hats, Hoods, Glove*, and
all articles usually kept in stores ih this sectiun
of country.
GHOCEHIES, DPE-STVEFS,
1000 lbs. Sugar, Brown, Crushed aud Granalalatcd.
1000 lbs. best Rio Coffee,
Molasses, Soda,
Teas, black and green;
Cloves, Cinnamon, Allspice, Pepper, Glaflbr,
Oils, Nails, Fish,
100 Sacks best Fine Bait,
DOO HATS AA'D CAPSj
For men nnd toys.
SCHOOE BOORS,
A foil assortment of School and Blank Books,
Photograph Albums, Cap, Letter, and Note Paper. They buy all kinds of
COUNTRY PRODUCE
At the highest priceti
RECEIVE

Onf store room is now being enlarged for
(he reception of
-CTfTHOSE OVERCOATS, WITH CAPES,
For ®11 50,
BALTIMORE BRANCH
7"
I
THOSE PINE BLACK J)RES3 COATS,
CLOTHBNC STORE
For «11 50,
AMERICAN HOTEL BUILD1NO,
THOSE SPLENDID SHAWLS, FOR LADIES AND
HARRISONBURG, VA.
GENTLEMEN,
We would respectfully state to onr friends and
From
$4 50 up."
CHAS. Ij. MILLER,
customers that we have just opened
Cablnct-JtTahcr and Carpenter,
And, oh. will wonders never cense t Those
A LARGE STOCK OF
HARRISONBURO, VA.,
A Quaker had his broad brim
small IMITATION SILK SHAWLS are READP-MAnK CLOTHtATG,
POWDERS
here
for
you
now.
Come
soon,
or
yon
will
Will
fnrnieh
Fnrnitnre
anperinr
to
apr
mnnublown off, and chased it for a long
Consisting of
faclored in this town or in tho Valley of Virgin- A SAFE, SURE AND SPEEDY CURE FOR not get any of that CALICO at 20 eta. DEtime w ith fruitless zeal. At last, seeBUFFALO
OVER-SHOES,
a large assortia
at
livi
g
prioea.
Confident
that
the
sale
of
a
LAINES
going
fast
at
25
to
40
cts.
Couffhs.
Colds,
Distemper,
Heaves,
Hide'
V, . * make of Furnltn
.-mi bound,
gX. Coughs,
Coins, Worms, Ac. inneaves,
ment. very cheap.
ofhis
■' nrtfullv
Costivoness,
Horsca,
bound,
Uosttveneis,
Worms, Ac.
inCattle,
Horses,
Loss
ing a boy laughing at his disaster, COMMONWEALTH prece
OVERCOATS,
of
all
kinds,
from
$10 to $40 a
.ecure his patronage ever afV'r. hc respectftillv of
^
^
,
an
1!Uck Tongue,
T
Af in
ln
IFe have found them / ITe hate found Iheml
Cud and Black
! liej Ac.
he said to him:
piece.
solicits a call from all in nccdof well-made, hand ^of
cholera. and also
entRliTe 0
a^
sure prcventative
ot| Uo!1
Uojf. Cholera,
DRESS
COATS,
frotn
$5
to
$40.
some and durable Furniture.
•Art thon a profane lad?'
BE SURE TO ASK FOR STONRBRAKER'S HORSE
Those beautiful figure Dress Silks, at
CQFFIN-MAKING. ,
ALL WOOL CASSIMERE SUITS, from $12
AND CATTLE POWDERS,
$1,20 and $1,40 in specie.
The youngster replied that he
to $40.
He is prepared to furnish Collins, with tho_ la- As they are superior to all olhers now in use, beUNDERSHIRTS AND DRAWERS of every
test stvle nfTritnming. at short notice, which, ing & most powerful Tonic, by which the animal's
sometimes did a leotle in that way.
40 pieces English and French Merinos,
description.
for superiority of workmanship, cannot bo sur- blood and system are cleansed, and preventing
JOB
'Then,' said ho' taking a half dolFINE WOOLEN OVER SHIRTS—a largo aspassed any wtiere in the Valley.
all diseases incident to Horses, Hogs and Cattle.
IS dozen Hoods, ail styles, going off low. sortment.
lar from his pocket, Hhce may damn
CARPENTERINQi
Thcv aru becoming the most popular remedy
VERY FINE LINEN DRESS SHIRTS, from
offered to the public. No powders ever
yonder tleciug tile fifty cents' worth.
A splendid lot of Balmorals.
$1 to $4.
Special attention paid to thisbranch of his bus- now
sold
has
given
such
universal
satisfaction
and
PAPER COLLARS, at 15 cents a box—a largo
iness. Having received tho latest fashionable
It takes a down east man to ask
so great celebrity in the same time. As
assortment.
Flannels of all descriptions.
sty lee from the North, he is prepared to do every acquired
an evidence of their superiority over all others.
questions ; but once in a while one
description ofllnnse-Carpentenng.
BOOTS AND SHOES,
The proprietor warrants them as such, cr I ho
Sashes. Blinds, Ac., famished to order.
Bleached & Brown Cotton, from 25 to 42c. Hats
of them finds his match. Jonathan
refunded. Onlv try them and be convin
and Caps,
Country Prodnoo taken in eecbangc for work. monev
cod
of
their
great
qualities.
Handkerchiefs,
overtook a gentleman who was trav- Printing Oflice!
Lumber wanted, at all tlmee, ho ewehange for
Ladies' Hats, the finest and cheapest in
Price
25
cents
a
Package,
or
fire
packages
for
Socks,
work.
[Oct. 18,1865-tf
eling on horseback notwithstanding
tho Valley.
one dollar.
Gloves,
Buspenderc,
Sold
by
L.
H.
OTT,
Harrisonburg,
and
counI eorge u. cloweu,
the disadvantage ofhaviug lost aleg.
CABINET-MAKER try dealers generally.
3C dozen Gents' Hats and Caps, at any
Neckties,
[Not 22.-Cm
Overalls,
His curiosity was awakened, as ho
price, for men and boys.
or
AT
GEE
AT
DISCOVERY
MADE
Woolen Blouses,
rode alongside of him, to know how
UNDERTAKER,
Trunks,
And a Great Remedy Found in
Valises, Ac.
he chanced to meet with such a misHARRISONBURG, VA.,
STONEBRAKER'S
COME
AND
SEE
I
fortune.
ii.ist n is o.ru t j* g ,
Is prepared to do all work in hva line, such as DYSPKPSIA BITTERS,
We promise to sell
'Been in the army, I gur.ss?' said
Cabinrt-JtSakinfr, tntdertaking,
FIFTY
PER
CENT. CHEAPER THAN
jtnd
t.ivcr
Invigorator
!
liouse-Carpentertng, Ifc.,
the anxi u inquirer
OROCERIES ! GROCERIES t
ANY OTHER STORE IN TOWN,
BY
the
u«c
of
from
ono
to
three
bottles,
tho
In
a
neat
and
substantial
manner,
at
old
prices
'Never was in the army in my
FORWARD
OR IN THE STATE OP
most slubb >rn eases of Uyspopaia, Liver Less than old prices. Wa bavo bought them
for Cash, Country Produce or Lnmbcr. Special Complaint,
VIRGINIA.
Billions Attacks, Sick Hcailache, for cash, aud can sell them ahoap.
life,' the traveler remarked.
attention paid to
All
kinds
of
Sour Stomach, Flatulency, Lossof Appetite, CosCOFFIN-MAKING.
'Fit a duel, p'raps?'
tivencss. Jaundice, ('hole'ra Morbus. Hysterical
One and all, who want to buy
PRODUCE,
Having a lot of Good Lnmbcr for this branch of Affections, all Fcmnlo Weakness and Irregulari- SIX KINDS OF SUGAR,
'Never fought a duel, Sir.'
CHEAP CLOTHING,
his
business,
ho
is
prepared
to
furnish
Cofiins
ties,
all
Venereal
Diseases,
and
General
Debility
COFFEE,
TEA,
MERCHANDISE,
'Horse thro wed you off I guess, or
Will do well to give ua a call, as we arc fully
which in noint of workmanship will coroparo fa- oansed bv exposure, Imprudence,' or otherwise,
vorahlv with any made in the place, and at cheap- Chronic Rheumatism, Diseases of the Skin, such
SPICES OP ALL KINDS, satisfied that we can please you, both in price
something of that are sort?'
AC., AC., AO.
and quality, if you want to buy.
er rates than any Bthcr man in tho Valley.
as Scrofula, Ulcers, Ac,
'No,Sir; nothing ofthe kind.'
HAVINO a disponition to "lire andlctlive,"
Wheat, Flour, Corn and Kye, taken in exShop on German Street, near John Mcsserly's
This being entirely a vegetable compound, is
and being aware that our citizens are not residence, Harrisonburg, Va.
change foi* goods.
warranted a safe aim effectual remedy not only
Jonathan tried /arious dodges, tronblcd
LEATHER! LEATHER I
Oct. 18, 1866-tf
HETMAN A CO.
with surplus eapUal, we have determin- _Oct. 11, 18G5-ly
for Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint, but for all
WE ARE AGENTS FOR THE
but all to no effect; and at last, al- rd to do their Printing at as reasonable rates as
othcr
dlseascs
arising
from
a
disorganized
or.
disTTENTION!
eased
stomach,
or
impurity
of
tbo
blood.
As
a
BENNETT
&
CO.,
IS^Of
every
imaginable
description.
most out of patience with himself as we possibly can. We can and will do oar work
LOOK TO YOUR INTERESTS I blood purifier and tonfc, or general apetlzor,
well as with tho gentleman, whose
DBALGBS lit
these Bitters have no equal. They should be
JNO. G. MORRISON.
used in every family, as disease cannot exist where
patience was very commendable, he
POREIOA'
AJTO DOMESTIC
HARDWARE! HARDWARE I
are properly used. ■ They are also warrantCoach - JTTaker and Repairer! they
determined on a direct inquiry as to
ed to be a perfect safegitard against Fever and
EIQUORSt
Ague. Ladies desiring a clear complexion and Onr stock is complete. Nails tvholosalo &
the nature of the accident by which
' 1 -HAURISONBORO, VA.,
good health should not f.ll to nsc them.
retail.
Main Street, nearly opposite American Hotel
the gentleman had come to lose his Olieapoi*,
Is prepared,to do every description of, work in hia
They arc particularly recommended to those
Tinware, a largo assortment.
Kne as oiieap as it can be done by An^'one else.
who are sufiering from"debility and depression of
log.
HARRIS ON BURG, VA.
300 Coal Oil Lamps, aud a nice quality of
Having a splendid stock of material for blew spirits, their soothing and renovating powcre be- Oil.
'p will tell you,' replied the travwork or ropalrinp,
repairing, he can iccomiuouato
accommodate all
ail who
'■who ing particu'arlv adapted to all such cases.
may favor nim with their patronage.
Price one dollao Tier-battle., •
eller, 'on condition tdatyou will proPitt Thrcsliing-Maeliine
Coqntrv k rqauce
in exfhanjje for work.
Uettei*,
For sale by L. H. OTT, Druggist, HarrisouWe keep constantly on hand
mise not to ask me another question.
Thankful tor pa4t favorayhe goliuits a continu- burg, Va.
[.Lan. 17, 18011.
BOOKS
AND
STATIONERY!
Which
Beat, and takes the lead. It Is
OLD RYE AND BOURBON WHISKIES. BRANDIES, withoutisa the
ance of i he eamr.
'Agreed,agreed !' exclaimed the
rival for Strength, Durability and E'eShop at thoold
nearly opposite the M. 13" BATS MADE TO GOME OUT OF Always on hand Country Schools supplied
WINES, GIN, RUM, Ac., Ac.,
gance.
In
operation
it is vastly superior, and U
eager listener; 'agreed!'
E. Church.
[Oct. 18-3m
THEIR HOLES TO DIE !
the Fastest Combined Thresher aud Cleaner ia
at
wholesale
prices
Reading
matter,
&c.
With
a
varied
assortment
of
the
different
kinds
of
'Well, Sir,' remarked the gentlethe world 1
Hymn Books and Bibles*
CLARY BHOTBERS*
Sizes—24 inch, 28 inch, 32 inch, and 36 inch
Call and examine for yourselves, and
man, 'it teas hit off.'
OIO-A.3ES.®,
Cylinder.
PUOTO CIRAPH CI AJjLER 5*.'
you don't buy anything you can sec the LONDON BROWN STOUT, SCOTCH AND ENGLISH
'Bitofl'!' cried Jonathan. 'WaTl,
THE PITTS' PATENT DOUBLE-PIN"Mammoth Store," 205 feet in length, filled
f.e-open'rd.
ALES, SALAD OILS, SARDINES
I declare, I should just like to know
with ftoods from top to bottom, reaching
ION HORSEPOWER,
WE
would
respectfully
inform
the
citizens
of
CAN
FRUITS,
Sc.,
from
streot
to
street,
blessed
with
accommowhat on earth bit it off.'
Harrisonburg, nnd'of Knckingham county
AH know to be tho best for working tho Pitt#
l
dating
Clerks,
who
will
offer
you
Thresher. For four, eight and ten horses. No
Jonathan was no more inquisitive,' T an any other Establishment in this section, generally, that we have re-opened our
AT TUE LOWEST P RIC E SJ
to cutidty all that we mean what we say, wa ELEGANT SKY-LIGUT PICTURE GALLERY
other power can compete with this.
and no more taken aback, than the and
A Full Set of Stone China for $7 50.
65 S'fiCKltl"
Castings and Parts of these machines constantpublish below oar" rates, which will bu found in
^a5-Liberal
allowance
made
to
dealers.
tho building occupied by us bpforo the war.—
ly on hand.
inquiring Englishman, who had been lower tbaa has been p ad heretofore;
Having improved our rooms with comforts'and
Oil Cloth for tables, at. your own price, and
Dec.
20,
1885-ly
BENNETT
It
CO.
'
Wc
have also been appointed Agents far
conveniences, and having secured tho best and
betraped into the presumption ofaskton thousand othor articlos useless to menBATES OF JOB PRINTING ;
Bickford Sc
Grain Drill,
largest
slock
of
all
kinds
of
material
for
the
bustion. Oh, we like to forget—A NiGE LOT
JOHN SCANLON,
ing a gentleman with whom lie was ITnmlliills, V Sheet, per hundred,
Hubbard'a Reaper and MoWer,
$3 iness, we are ropared to copy tho "human faco
GREAT
DESTRUCTION
OF
RATS
1
OF
3UNCH
COTTON,
at
Richmond
prices.
F!ftyorIes«.
2
UE.U.EU
IK
Linton's
Corn
Meal
Mill
& Corn Chopper,
cither by
traveling, if he was a single man ? flnndbills, V Sheet, per hundred
4 divine,"
Now is yaur tirao to got a chance at the now Foreign and Domestic liquors,
It is paste, and used on bread*
Spring-Tooth Hakes, Wheat Fans,
Fifty m* less
S PHOTOGRAPH,
'No, 1 am not, Sir .'
Boots
aud
Shoes,
just
opened.
A
peep
into
Every box warranted a dead shot.
Page's Reaper and Mower combined,
Handbills, % Sheet, per hundred
f
AMBROTVPE,
HABBtSONBORG, VA.,
No one can risk anything in trying it.
one of those Big Mirrors, for sale by
'Oh, I beg your pardon—a mar- Fifty or less
5
Corn Shbllers, Straw and Fodder Gutters.
OR MELAINEOTYPP.
Aadt will desroy all your
FOEEEIi
&.
CLIPFINGEB.
Handbills,
Whole
Sheet,
per
hundred
15
WOULD respectfaly inform his old friend*
Orders for these useful articles left with
ried man ?,
Fifty or less
' ^ 10 in the highest style of the art, and with alt the
January 10, 1800.
BATS, ROACHES, MICE AND ANTS.
and the public generally that ho has now us early will receive attention.
Busineas Cards per thousand
'
10 latest improvements. Being determined to main'No, Sir, I am not.'
on
hand
and
intends
keeping
a
large
assortment
Or
you
can
have
your
money
refunded,
Dec.
20, '65.-ly ISAAC PAUL & SONS.
"
per hundred
3 tain our reputation for the host pictures, wo rcJ^EW SKIRT FOR 1806 «.
of Foreign and Domestic Wine* and Liquors,
S spcotfully
. Tray, excuse me ; I perceive you Circulars per hundred
solicit
a
call
from
friends
and
patrons
conslstinKof
hnbolf per hundred
1 old and new.
OOK OUT I
Bcd-Jtng Exterminator !
TUB GREAT INVENTION OF THE ASS IN
FRENCH BRANDY,
area widower.'
Lvtful 1 Hunks per Quire
1
ON TILE TRACK AGAIN.
Prices as moderate as formerly, and satisfacIt is a Liquid, Bad used with a brush.
HOLLAND
GIN,
K*/" Fancy Work KxtnL
HOOP
SKIRTS.
'No, I am not a widower.'
tion guaranteed to those Who patronize us.
Every bottle warranted a dead shut,
PORT
WINES,
J. W. BRADLEY'S New Patent DUPLEX ELLIPTIC
R. P. FFETCHER & BKO*
In all eases, or tho money refunded.
Boom next building to Shncklett A Newman's
MADEIRA WINES.
Tho inquisitor was nonplussed.
(or double) SPRING SKIRT.
Try them and be convinced of their superiority
stoi c. Public square, ffavrisonhug, Va.
MALAGA WINES,
Have
again opened at their former stand, immeTHIS
INVENTION
consists
ofDuPLix
(or
two)
ElNot a single man, nor a married
over all others.
Oct. U, 18S5-ly
CLARY BRUTIIERB.
SHERRY WINES,
diately in tront of tho Court-House, a new and
Purk Rkfined Stebl Spbinqs, inffcnionsl/
To bo had ot'L. 11. OTT, Wholesale and Retail liptio
CLARET WINES,
man, nor a widower: Tray, what
draided
tightly
and
firmly
together,
kdqe,
milking
beautiful
stock of
JAMAICA SPIRITS,
is
isde.
"
g Agent, Harrisonburg, Va., and suld by Country the TOUGHEST, most FLEXIBLE, ELASTIC Rnd DOUBLE
Fall and HHnter Goods,
may you be, if I may be so bold as to
Dealers generally.
[Nov 23-Sui
DOMESTIC BRANDY,
spring crcr used. They seldom dbnd or break, like
the Single Springs, and consequently preserve their percomprising every description of ladies' and geaNEW ENGLAND HUM.
a k ?,
«
TIME IS MONET 1
O CT ET TUE BEST.
fect and beautiful .Shape more then twice as long as any
PCBE BOURBON WHISKY, tl em ens'
I
Single Spring Skirt that ever Has or Can be made.
'It is none of your business ; but sa TIS t\i cTto.r OIVEJV, OK
PURE
OLD
RYE
WHISKY,
THE wonderful flexibility and great comfort and
ZOUFLJEISS O-OOIO®,
S? FKAA'M. Ci. TEEEEll, ^ INVENTORS, MEfcHANtCS, MANUFACTU- pleasure
MONONGAUELA WHISKY,
if you are very anxious to know, I
to any Lady wearing the Duple* Elliptic Skirt
Domestics, Groceries, Hardware, Queenswara,
RERS,
SCOTCH
WHISKY,
will
be
experienced
particularly
In
all
crowded
AssemTinware, Hats and Caps,
urn a divorced man, Sir I'
Operas, Carriages, Railroad Cars, Church Pews IRISH WHISKY.
ISGO!
! 18001
1800! blies,
Boots, Shoes,
Arm
Chairs,
for
Promenade
and
House
Dress,
as
the
From
his
long
experience
in
the
busine."*,
he
Tho best paper in the United States for Me- Skirt can be folded when in use to occupy a small place feels confident that lie can give full satisfaction
&c.,
WATCHES, CLOCKS AND JEWELRY! chanics,
JTO .wo.i'JEir *ISKEO t
THB PftOPEKTY A.\D WeAI.TH OF
Inventors and Manufacturers, is the
In
variety,
and
every
article usuallr kept in a
as easily and conveniently as a Silk or Muslin Dress.
to all who may favor him with tht-ir enstom.
GUARD
CHAIN'S
AND
KEYS,
A
Lady
having
enjoyed
the
Pleasure,
Comfort
and
lirst-class'atorc,
which
to the public at
SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN.
Statesmen.—Jefferson died comparboth from home and abroad, prompt- the lowest possible rates.we offer
Convenience of wearing the Duplex Elliptic Steel ly Allordora,
Our stock has been seGOLD, SILVER AND STEEL SPECTACLES,
It is tho largest in size, and has by far tho Grei>t
attended to.
[Oct. 11-fi
Spring
Skirt
for
a
single
day
will
Never
afterwards
wilatively poor. Indeed, if Congress
lected
with
the
greatest
care
from
the largest
RUSSIAN PEBBLE GLASSES widest circulation of any other paper of its class lingly dispense with their use. For Children, Misses
houses in the Northern cities, and wo feel confihad not purchased his library and
LH. OTT,
in this country. It is published weekly. Each ond Young Ladies they are superior to all others.
Warranted to suit any ago.
THE HOOPS are covered with 2 ply double twisted
DRUGGIST, dent that we can offer our goods
number contains sixteen pages, with numerous thread
given for it five times its value, be
will wear twice as long as the Single yarn
AT AS REASONABLE PRICES
illustrations. The numbers for a year make two coveringandwhich
MAIN
ST.,
HARRISONBURG,
VA.,
_£ftrPnrticular
altuntinn
given
to
repairing
fine
is
used
on
all
Single
Steel
Hoop
Skirts,
would with difficulty have kept the
volumes of 410 pages each, It also contains a The three botto'u rods on every Skirt arc also Double
they can be purchased in Hkn isonburg. Wa
Walelic.q Clocks and Jewelry.
Respectfully informs his friends and the public as
full
account
of
all
tlio
principal
inventions
and
hope that our friends and the public who patronSteel, aud twice or double covered to prevent the cov wolf from his door.
that he has received a new and full ized
asS-All work warranted.
discoveries of the day. Also valuable illustrated ering from wearing oflf the rods when drugging down generally,
ws so liberally during.the war, will call aud
FRANK. G. TELLER,
Madison saved monej and was
articles upon tools aiid machinory used in work- stairs, stone steps, die., <£-c. which they are constantly stuck of
examine our ^ooda before purchasing elsewhere.
No. fi Law Buildirfg,
subject
toorhen
In
ulc.
manufactories, steam and mechanical enWo hope, by strict attention to business and honcomparatively rich. To add to his
St., between the AmL-rioan and llill'a Uotol, shops.
of the new and ole-ant Corded Tapes, , Drugs,
Our price*, as well as quality of work eh all not ^ Main
gineering, woolen, cotton, chemical, Petroleum, andAllarearethemade
est dealing*to secure increased patronage.
U irrisonbnrg, Vn.
[Jan. 1,7.
Medicines,
best quality in every part, giving to the
fortune, however, or rather that of bo Eurpassed by any other eatabiialmeat in the
and all other mannfacturlng and producing in- wearer tho most
All kinds ofConntry Produce will be taken at
gracefni
and
perfect
Shape
possible,
|
Valley,
and
parties
wiahing
Chemicals,
terests. Also Firearms, War Implements, Or- and are unquestionably the lightest, most desirable, i
the highest market prices, in exchange for goods
VV.H.IUTENOUR,
his widow, congress purchased his
dnace.
War
Vessels,
Railway
Machinery,
Elecat
cash prices.
[Oct. 25-ly
and economical Sktrt ever made.
Paints, Oils,
WATCH MAKER AND JEWELER, tric, Chemical,, and "Mathematical Apparatus, comfortable
manuscript papers and paid thirty
WESTS' BRADLEY & GARY, PROPRIETORS of
J^OOK
TO
YOUR
INTEREST
11
Dye-StnfTs,
HARRISONBURG,
VA.,
Wood and Lumber Maohinerv, Hydraulics, Oil the Invention, and SOLE MANUFACTURERS, 97
thousaud dollars for them.
Water Pumps, Water Wheels,, etc; llouso- CHAMBERS, and 79 and 81 READE STREETS', New
tic.
tic.
tic.
HAS just received a lorgn and wcU-apIected and
By doing so you will save money and get Barhold, Horticultural and Farm Implements—this York.
James Monroe, the sixth presistock of
FOR SALE in all first class Stores in this City, and Ho is prepared to furnish Physicians and others gains, call in to
latter department being very full nnd of great throughout
the
United
States
and
Cauada,
Havanah
de
dent of the United States, died in
with
any
articles
in
his
line
nt
as
reasonable
rates
WATCHES. JEWELRY, value to farmers and Gardeners.
Mexico, South America, and the West Indies.
M- & A-HELLER'S.
any other establishment in tho Valley.
Now York, so poor that his remains
Articles embracing every department of Pop- Cuba,
By Inquire for the Duplex Elliptic (or double) Sp ng, as Special
BANK HOW,
Silver ami Plated Ware,
attention paid to the compounding of
ular Science, which every body can understand Skirt.
found a rcstiug place through the
Physicians' Prescriptions.
and examine their bcautifnl assorted stock, conNov 8.
GOLD, SILVER AND STEEL SPECTACLES; | and which everybody likes to read.
Oct.
25,
1865-ly
aiatlng of all kinds of goods. LadUs Fancy dre<>
Reports of Scientilio Societies, nt homo
charity of one of his friends.
Which ho offers to tlio publicTower than they can andAlso,
goods, such as
abroad; Patent Law Decisions and Discuss- J^JAP OP UOCKINGHAM COUNTY.
he bought elsewhere, lor cash or Codntry PioJ^-EW GOODS 1 NEW GOODSII
John Quincy Adams loft some
ions,
Practical
Recipes,
etc.
It
also
contains
an
Illisn POPLINS,
duce.
He
will
also
take
The
attention
ofthe
citizens
of
RockinRham
official list of all the Patent Claims, a special is respectfuly oallcd to tho Map of the county,
$150,000, the result of industry, done will find it to their interest to Rive us a call*
FINE LUTKE8
'.Jr.
Having
purchased
the
establishment
formerly
ALL KINDS OF COUNTRY PRODUCE,
feature of great ' aluo to inventors and owners belnrr compiled by Professor J. llotchkiss and known as Smith & Bro., we are just receiving
ALPACCAS.
prudence and inheritance. He was
iS-^uWo menu what wo say, and wo care not At the highest market prices, for Watch work, ofPstents;
ALL WOOL DE LAIN8,
what '■•facilities" may be brought in opposition, or in pnvment of anv debts due him,
Tho Publishers alsn.aet as Agents for procu- which will soon be ready to be placed iu the
A NEW AND WELL-SELECTED
a man of method and economy.
COMMON DE LAINS,
hands of the lithographer. Subscriptions will
we mean to do what we say;
WATCH
WORK
done
in
Hie
best
manner,
and
ring
Patents
for
new
inventions.
ing gentloinjn.
gentleman.
PKINTS,
Martin Van Buren died very rich.
STOCK OF OOODS.
received by tho tollowing
WARRANTED for twelve months.
A new volume ot tho SCIENTIFIC AMLKI- beMcGahoysvillo,
G. J. Kisflling Esq.,
CLOTH FOR CLOAKS
Oct. 25, 1805.-ly
i
OF ALL KINDS.
Throughout his political life ho stuCAN Qummenccd January 1.
A.
Anrcbright
E.':q.
Conrads
Store,
Notion*,
Clothing,
Hats
and Cap*. Boots and
—T
E
R
M
S—
E. S. Kemper Esq.
Wo will sell as cheap as any house in the country 8hoea, Hardware, Queonaware
A MBRICAN HOTEL.
diously looked out for his own interCross Keys,
and a thousand
J. F. Low man
for cash or Country Produce.
Bridgewater,
$3 per year, $1 50 for six months. Ton copies
other
articles
to
tedious
to
mention, call and ssa
est. It is not believed that he never
F. M. Fravcl,
LOCKE & COMPTON.
for one year, $25. Canada subscriptions 25 cents
Melroso,
MAIN STREET HARRISONBCRG VIRGINIA.
for yoursell*
A. J. Blakemore,
Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 1-tf
spent thirty shillings in politics.—
Ottobine,
U. ik A. HELLER,
COPIES SENT FREE.
W. P. Bjrrd.
Mt. Clinton,
—
Dec. 20.
Dank Row.
His party shook the hush, and he Office between IheAmcrlcan and D. S. VAN PELT
Propriitor. "'"'SPECIMEN
THE OLD ORIGINAL
Sprinkel A Martz,
Address
MUNN & CO.,
Laoey's Spring,
Having taken this largo and commodicnt
Dr. John G. Oootes,
Jan. 17. No. 37, Park Row, New York City.
caught the bird.
Cootes'
Store,
pRICES
REDUCED
I
UiWs Hotels.
HouHe, which has been rearranged nnd repuircd.
Pleasant A. Clarke,
"V si i* i o t ;v Store
Mt. Crawford,
UOBPECTUS
OF
Daniel Webster squandered a
f
w
1 am prepared to accomodato the citizen a ot
Ilonry Neff,
Timbervilie,
the home gazette.
CHEAP AS THE CHEAPESTl
Uockingham
and
tho
traveling
Public
generalJohn M. Huffman,
Keezletown,
IS AGAIN FULLY REPLENISHED
million in bis life time, the product
On tho 13th day of January, 1S66, the snkscriIv,
and
will
guarantee
satisiaction
to
all
who
Henry
B.
Han-sbergcr,
Port
Peputalic,
Vfe hayo on hand
i
tier
will
commence
tho
publication
of
a
Weokly
of his professional and political specii'ith
all
kinds
of
Cheap
Goods.
may atop with me, My beds are clean and com- Family Literary paper, called
John Nisewander,
Dayton,
And at my office in Uarriaonbnrg,
A NICE STOCK OF GOODS OF EVERY
ulations. lie died leaving bis proper- VALENTIN'KS VALENTINES. An elegant fortable
CA
ALL
and
be
convinced
that
you
can
buy
DESCKIBTION,
THB HOME GAZETTE,
assorfcincut of Valentines, just received and
F. BOYLA
MY TABLE
y goods at this house us low as anybody can ufty to bis children, and bis debts to for sale
at
,
•
OTT'S
Civil Engineer.
Oct. 11.-tf
ford to sell them.
Is supplied with tho best tho market can afford, to bo issued simultaneously In Wnshington City,
"Which
wo
offer
to tho public at prices LOWER
Jan.
31.
Drug
Store.
his friends. The former sold for less
The HIGHEST PRICES paid for all kinds of
I). C. and Richmond, Vn. This journal is to bo r'STABLlSHED 1835.
than they can be bought of those who pre.
MY B A R
exclusively to Literature, Art, Science,
PRODUCE.
"tend
to sell the cheaijest.
than $20,000, the latter exceeded COM 10 VALENTINES, COMIC VALEN- Has the choicest Brandies, Whiskies and Wines devoted
PIANOS! PIANOS I
SHACKLETT k NEWMAN.
nnd thed.velopmant and eecourngemeut of liter
Any person not balievlng this will please sail In
TINES, to suit every one at
OTT'S,
to bo had.
< .
S
T
I
E
F
F
,
$250,000.
nry
talent.
It
will
be
perfectly
free
from
al:
CHAS
Nov.
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